
Totally Unacceptable and Blatantly Un-American, It’s the Indy

You know your sexy Keane

Annual Anime Shindig
Saturday  - 7pm Student Center

Japanese/Chinese Catering and Ninja Scroll

PTV IS BACK ON
THE AIR!

Dark Side of the Rainbow 
sucks balls

" I f  someone was to read my m ind
today , they ’d  j ust get the emer-

gency b roadcast i ng company. "

Fuck a condom rolled up in
a towel... seriously 

the whole world is waiting 
to see when you fall

FANTASTIC NEWS FOR ALL
On Wednesday, April 19 there is an Art Show Performance in Whitson’s

in the Student Center @ 7 pm.

Contact purchasealternativeclinic@gmail.com if you’d like to submit

artwork or perform.

FREE FOOD, CONDOMS, DENTAL DAMS; SEXUAL HEALTH INFO; RAFFLE

WITH INTENSE PRIZES. WE WILL SEE YOU THERE!

Fuck Bowzer that fat fuck 

I hate boys that don’t pick up th e i r
phone 

G u r l i e  i s  a  b i g  o l e  c h u m p :  “ L o o k  a t
t h o s e  m o s q u i t o  b i t e s ,  o h  l o o k  a t  ‘ e m ! ”

If you would like to have your mind
blown squarely out your ass... come see
A DREAM PLAY this weekend

Purchase College Student on
the phone home: “blah, blah,

blah.” Friend from home:
“Stop. I don’t care what y ou
learned in that hippy-dippy

school.”

Cello 

Attention: A graduate from last
semester lost a very meaningful col-

lection of CDs in a gray and black
case. He most likely lost it in the VA

building. This collection included
the “Mashed Potatoes” albums, a

very rare Smashing Pumpkins col-
lection that was shipped here fro m

England. IF YOU FOUND IT
PLEASE: burn what you want for
yourself and then return the CD

book to P.O. 0962 at the mailroom or
call extension 7563 to discuss a

re w a rd. THANK Y O U !

Ka i  w i l l  yo u s l e e p  w ith  me? P l ea s e?  <3,  Lo

"Be the change you want to see
in the world." - Ghandi

Flattery and a cannoli will get you
everywhere, my friend - Hot Sicilian 

April 11th 
8:00 PM 

Humanities Theatre 
Industrial Music Pioneer Genesis P-orrobe

J: The backpage hasn’t had a good quote
in a while. 

D: Yeah, it sucks. 
{Edit by Backpage Bitch: If you do not

like the quotes on the backpage, maybe you
should submit some better ones!}

SAVES THE DAY - SOUND THE ALARM
IN STORES 4/11

To The Cast and Crew of 
The House of Bernarda Alba:

I Love You ALL!!! You've worked so hard !
B reak a Leg!!!
Love -Robert

"Don't pinch it, it's still tender!"

Only at Purchase would it be
crazier to have cut your
long hair than to have

panty-hose over your head in
the middle of campus 

fuck censorship

Latinos Unidos 4th Annual confer-
ence Southside April 29th 

jimmy mac taught me 
everything i know about music

Things to resurrect: drum circles,
Theatre X, improv comedy, Adam

Sandler ' s movie career.

D o n’t you dare make me cum!! Look wh at
you made me do!! 

Little children are just asking to
be run over. Signed, the child psy -

chologist 

No, really, what’s in the box? 

Dear Farside: D-Day has been
set! <3 X-Roads Coalition

L e t  D o n n a  M a r t i n  G r a d u a t e !

“The book said we’d get to
know Jamaican plants and

there was nothing about weed.”

What is the second part of "ask

a stupid question..."?

Yoshi is a cunt and so is that
goddamn princess

I N S I D E :
Who Wants
to Live in

The X Wi n g ?

McLaren:
Not a
Moron

Preview:
The House

of Bernarda
Alba
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A d m i n i s t rat i o n
Rejects Sugge s t i o n s
For New Dorm Name

By Steven Ta r t i c k

What started as a light-hearted initiative for
the students to name their new dormitory has
turned into a debate between the student gov-
ernment and the administration.  After the
PSGA organized a naming campaign at the
request of the college, the administration reject-
ed the names submitted by students and
selected by their representatives in the senate.
The five suggested titles- “The Queue,” “Fort
Awesome,” “Guam,” “Oz,” and “Wham City”-
were chosen from an extended list of over 50.
This list ranged from vaguely traditional dorm
names such as “Woodside” and “The Forums”
to more unconventional choices as “The Hall of
Justice” and “Guam.”   The Senate’s vote prac-
tically ignored the more typical names, in favor
of selections that better represented the
Purchase culture.

These choices were clearly unexpected by
the administration, who responded by rejecting
all five names for various frivolous reasons.
“Fort Awesome” was deemed “too militaristic,”
while “Guam” was simply rejected for being
named after a country.  “Q” presented a bureau-
cratic problem (the name was later changed to
“The Queue” to avoid such issues).  “Oz” pre-
sented a potential copyright issue, while no
explanation was given for the rejection of
“Wham City.”  The administration kindly
requested the Senate to re-select the finalists
from a heavily-edited version of the original list.

The underlying reason behind the dis-
missal of the top five was made clear at the
meeting.  The college felt that the names cho-
sen by the Senate were too unconventional and
would discourage potential donors from spon-
soring the building.  This was clearly specified
later in a letter from John Delate to the Senate.
As he states, “...the name the students select
cannot be perceived as negatively impacting
the solicitation of a donor.”

Continued on Page 10...

CULTURE SHOCK LINE-UP INSIDE

Food Co-Op Ro bb e d ,
Hundreds Stolen

By Allison Dvornek

We all know the Co-Op—a friendly, quiet
place where most go to have coffee or tea late
in the evenings, located right above the Dining
Hall. The people there are like family, Erica
Bushell, senior Women’s Studies, says. The
staff all know each other and have become
very close inside and outside the Co-Op, as
have the many people of Purchase that fre-
quent the Co-Op. 

But this family has recently hit a bump in
the road. Last Thursday night after closing,
there was a theft at the Co-Op, resulting in the
loss of $200 to $300. 

“This is a student-run, non-profit organiza-
tion. The campus and the people here make
the Co-Op what it is,” Bushell says. “I can’t
understand why someone would want to take
money from us, because it’s not like we’re
walking away with money in our pockets, this is
all for the students here.”

This is the first theft in the history of the
Co-Op, and its loss will be felt in the time to
come.

“We can’t offer as many products as we
might like to, and we’ll be offering fewer
‘expensive’ items,” Bushell explains. “This is
$300 that could have bought more food or new
equipment.”

There were two people on the evening
shift on Thursday night, along with one “closer”
or “keyholder”: someone who would be shut-
ting off the lights, locking doors, and counting
out the register. However, one of the locks is
tricky and most likely was simply not double-
checked, Erica says. Also, as they are in the
process of training new employees, it has been
difficult and busy to cover everything. The reg-
ister had not been closed out in two or three
days, which would have removed the bulk of
the money and been less of a devastating blow
to the Co-Op. At that point, the police were
called and a report was filed. Two other
employees, including the closer from the night
before, gave statements. 

The Universtiy Police Department was 
Continued on Page 10...



Archaeologists
Announce that First

Humans Were
Adam and Steve

By H.G. Powers

Scientists and religious scholars alike
were shocked by last Wednesday’s announce-
ment that the first human beings were not
Adam and Eve, as previously thought, but
Adam and Steve. The original bible has been
found  by famed archeologist and religious
scholar Johan Madden (Yale School of
Theology, PhD, MD, BA, MA). Digging for any
religious artifacts, Madden and his crack team
of scientists, scholars, and researchers
unearthed a chest full of ancient texts – includ-
ing a very surprising find that is sure to shock
the world.

“ We’re as shocked as anyone,” Dr.
Madden said in Wednesday’s press confer-
ence. “I mean, how did they procreate? Where
did Cain and Abel come from? Eden certainly
wouldn’t have passed any of those bleeding-
heart liberal gay adoption laws.”

The most basic fact of the Christian reli-
gion is based upon the Genesis story of Adam
and Eve. But this discovery has found that in
the original Bible there is no mention of Eve
other than “that fag hag in the garden next
door.”

The discovery was made in sub-Saharan

Africa, where archeologists had previously dis-
covered “Lucy,” thought to be the oldest human
being.

The discovery has been vindication for
homosexuals, gay rights activists, and celebri-
ties who have been arguing this for years.  

“This is just confirmation of something that
we’ve known for a long time,” gay icon Rosie
O’Donnell said. “Homosexuals have been
around since the start. I’d like to see the reli-
gious right try and debunk this new discovery.”

Despite scientific confusion, the gay com-
munity has whole-heartedly embraced this dis-
covery. Revellers at the Stonewall Bar cele-
brated by throwing a Garden Party, with atten-
dees wearing nothing but hot-pink fig leaves.

However, this new discovery has elicited a
“No Comment” from the Catholic Church and
celebration from gay Christians all over. Adam
and Steve were a happy homo couple living in
the Garden of Eden and were expelled due to
an interesting love triangle with God’s only
progeny – Jesus. Daddy wasn’t too pleased
with this, and in a story familiar to many gays
who came out of the closet early, kicked Adam
and Steve out into the world. Jesus was said to
recover quite quickly with a certain apostle
named Paul. Religious conservatives are
already decrying this new Bible, but scientific
evidence is scientific evidence. Now all that
remains to be seen is what the repercussions
are. 

The fossils will be part of a traveling exhi-
bition which will visit New York’s Fire Island,
M i a m i ’s South Beach, and San Fransisco,
California, before starting a worldwide tour with

P H I L O P H O B I A IS THE FEAR OF FALLING OR BEING IN LOVE.  *  THE  FEAR OF POLITICIANS IS POLITICOPHOBIA . 
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“Gymnasium”
Discovered, Student

Artists Puzzled
By Constance MacBeth

An adventurous sophomore returned from
the outskirts of SUNY Purchase Monday, bring-
ing with him reports of a mysterious “gymnasi-
um-like” building from the far east side of cam-
pus.

Photography major Ryan Beecher had
wadered far from the center of the university to
collect new exposures for his portfolio when he
stumbled upon the structure he describes as a
“titanic” and “building-shaped.”

“It was terrifying,” recalls Beecher.
“Students would walk in with nothing noticeably
wrong with them, but would walk out sweating
and red in the face. I had to find out what was
going on in there. I was willing to take the risks.”

Beecher reports inexplicable behavior
from inside the monolith, including rival clans of
“athletes” commanded by a cruel and harsh
taskmaster brandishing a whistle that shrieked
“with the wail of ten-thousand souls crying out
to be freed from the pits of hell.”

“The athletes were vitally concerned with
what appeared to be an orange orb that obvi-
ously held a religious significance to their soci-
ety,” said Beecher. “The opposing clans battled
for possession of the orb, which they were able
to place through rings suspended nine feet
from the ground, which can only be accounted
to some form of necromancy or witchcraft.
Each Triumph of the Orb was met with commu-
nal rejoicing from a congregation of onlookers.”

Beecher’s awe soon turned to horror as
the “sport-like activity” turned to “madness.”

“The epic battle was most abruptly ended
by the thunderous buzzing of what must have
been a dreaded space mosquito hiding in the
rafters of the coliseum. I can only guess the
vanquished clan was sacrificed to this horrible
beast from above.”

What troubled Beecher the most was the
ominious discussion among the athletes about
some kind of worldwide series of destruction.
“He kept saying, that they can’t wait for the
‘World Series’ of something. That can only
mean a world series of war and death!”

Beecher’s report has not been confirmed
by authorities at this time. But the women’s soft-
ball team is scheduled to scrimmage at the
strange building this Friday.

LETTERS TO THE INDY

Have just come across a hostile public statement in
your Independent Issue 108, pdf online. The state-
ment is: "FUCK YOU GISHIGO" on back page.
Evidently, you are representing the State of New York in
a way that is inconsistent with common sense.

I have been working very hard to build a transporta-
tion network to benefit American on many levels. It is
designed to address transportation for crisis situations,
such as immediately after terrorism attack on public
transit, and for other unexpected situations (MTA Strike,
etc.). It is also designed to make ridesharing much bet-
ter! It forces people to act civilized through presenting
their identity and creating a papertrail. It also helps peo-
ple investigate "potential troublemakers" who refuse to
identify themselves ... a big red flag.

GishiGo leverages PayPal database of 90 million
accounts. It can be used without a PayPal account just
by credit card through PayPal's secure website.
PayPal gives two valuable information credentials "veri-
fied" and "confirmed address."

Without saying more, please understand this gen-
eral "FUCK YOU GISHIGO" statement is directly effect-
ing my livelihood, and the impression on all who use the
internet to learn about GishiGo. It is costing me much
money! How will your organization, SUNY College,
and the State of New York, reimburse my company for
the damage your public language has caused? I am in
conversation with multiple large multinational corpora-
tions to building partnership, and this "hate language" is
totally unacceptable. It is blatantly un-American!

Let me add, I have repeatedly notified the New
York State Police, Computer Crimes division regarding
a threat of physical violence against me and my family.
This is still an open issue. I wonder if your organization
has any connection? Please explain who and why
such "FUCK YOU GISHIGO" was published?

Please remove this comment from all copies of
your paper, and remove totally from the internet.
Completely remove it from public view, permanently.
Please feel free to email directly regarding this matter.

You should also have your PR people contact me
regarding exactly how your organization will compen-
sate, not in verbal conversation, but in actions.

If your firm can build a better service, please try.
GishiGo is by far the most intelligently designed

rideshare system.

Sincerely,
Aaron Craig
President
Gishigo, Inc.

Editor’s Note: According to Adam Tyrrell, Chair of the
Civic Actions committee, representatives from GishiGo
allegedly vandalized the Purchase Ride Board a few
weeks ago. They removed the “Purchase Ride” sign
and placed their advertisements instead.  These repre -
sentatives also allegedly  repeated this action in
Campus Center South earlier this week.They have no
right to tear down advertisements of Purchase events,
and they have no legal right to place their flyers on any
of our boards. The “Fuck You GishiGo” quote was
placed on the backpage by a student who worked hard
to establish the Purchase Ride Board and was frustrat -
ed by this vandalism. In response to this complaint, the
media board decided that The Independent had not
acted inappropriately. The Independent, working with
representitives from the PSGA are looking into how to
prevent this vandalism from continuing.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

This is a reaction to the article in Issue 109 written by
Jesse McLaren: I thought that was the worst article I've
ever read and I know I'm not the only one. It was such
a waste of Indy space and I can't believe I read that. The
more I read it the more annoyed I got! I really hope it
was a joke and you weren't serious. Just because
someone wears the same shirt as you doesn't mean
they want to look like you. What if they are thinking the
same thing about you? And what was that thing about
the receipts at the Hub? They let you know how many
meals and flex you have left! Maybe you should stop
being lazy and throw it out. I'm going to close out with
this: Before you write an article, make sure you know
the basics of spelling and grammar!

-Crassie

Editor’s Note: As per his request, Jesse McLaren’s arti -
cles are left completely unedited.

More Letters to the Editors on Page 9...
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papers for Culture Shock



The Beatnuts
Party rap with slick beats and lyrical hooks.
Even if you don't like rap, you'll like these guys.

Saul Williams*
Poet/Rapper/Author and star in the film “Slam,”
Saul is redefining poetry as a living art form,
and raising the stakes for hip-hop. Fresh off a
tour with Nine Inch Nails.

The World/Inferno
Friendship Society

The cult-like super-band you keep hearing
about from kids in coffeeshops and basement
house-shows. Eastern Europe meets Ska in
Williamsburg.

Busdriver
Such fast raps. Dude got a write-up in URB,
and in Signal-to-Noise. I heard he played a
wicked set at SXSW, too.

Matt & Kim
So much fun. This Brooklyn-based duo sings
super-catchy songs like they'll die if they don't.
I'd recommend listening to "Silver Tiles" at
http://www.mattandkimmusic.com/

Gospel
Well-composed hardcore. Screaming and
tight drumming. They sound a bit like Fugazi
at times. Also Mars Volta.

Fu Arkist-Ra
A f r o b e a t . Members of Antibalas playing
intensely rhythmic, danceable music.

Jenny Owen Youngs
Dusty Female Folk-Rock

We Are Wolves
Montreal savages, feral children raised on the

Kinks. Just back from SXSW.

The Communication
Corporation

Electronic Surf-Funk. They are a power-trio,
like Cream. Except instead of blues scales,
they have a keytar.

Japanther
Indie rock darlings. The presence of

Lightning Bolt with the catchiness of early
Cars. They played the Whitney Biennial. I
wonder if David Byrne will come check them
out here, too.

Fire Flies
You know who these guys are.

Dan Deacon
Electronic Vaudeville Croonster. Danceable

jams that pull you apart.

Eagle-Ager
A parade of crazy jerks. Parading. In costumes.

O Death
Howling Appalachain Folk. 
Bad dog and dried blood.

D r. Wang's Infe c t i o u s
D i s e a s e

Silly name - Silly Funk Dogs

Black Centipede
What metal sounds like in a post-nuclear

world. This is Ghost Rider's favorite band.

*= While Mr. Williams has agreed, in principal, to
perform at Culture Shock, Drew Swinburne says
that there is still a small posibility that his appear-

ance may fall through. Stay tuned for further details.

FEAR OF THE NORTHERN LIGHTS.  *  FEAR OF LOSING AN ERECTION IS MEDOMALACUPHOBIA.  *  THE  FEAR OF DUST IS A M ATHOPHOBIA. *

The National 
Moody Indie Rock, dark and

uplifting. They got the Album of
the Year for 2005 in: Billboard,
Insound, The Onion, and The LA
Times. Sometimes compared to
Silver Jews, Nick Cave, and Joy
Division. I dare say you could
add Old 97's to that list. AZ 

A contemporary of Jay-Z and Nas,
he has rapped on Nas’ seminal
album, Illmatic, and worked also
with Dr. Dre in rap supergroup The
Firm.

Prefuse 73
Producer - DJ - Genius. Refer to
One Word Extinguisher if there
are any doubts. Pitchfork gave
that beast a 9.3, and they rarely
hand out A's.

Bit Shifter
8-bit Dance Party. This guy is
just about making the chiptune
scene in NYC with comrade
Nullsleep and the 8 Bit Peoples
collective.

IS  A U TO M ATONOPHOBIA.  *  THE FEAR OF LOCKJAW OR T E TANUS IS  T E TANOPHOBIA.  *  L UIPHOBIA IS THE FEAR OF SYPHILLIS.  *

“Co-Op” from Front Page...
unavailable for comment.

While the police seemed quick to point
suspicion at Thursday’s employees, Bushell
and Sara Cohn, senior environmental science, 
were quick to speak up in their defense. 

“We know it wasn’t an employee,” Cohn
says. “These are some of our closest friends.” 

Bushell agrees. “We’re a community and
we’re not pointing fingers, and we’re not going
to.”

At this point, it may be easy to see howev-
er why the police would think that there was at
least carelessness that played a factor in the
theft. As stated, the cash register was reason-
ably full, as there had been no closeout that
evening or the evening prior—something which
should have removed the bulk of the money to
a safe or some other protected area.  The lock
on one of the doors—for whatever reason—
was not secured. 

There is also still no exact tally to the
amount of money that was taken from the reg-
ister that night. Because of this, it is still more
than possible that this set of unfortunate cir-
cumstances played into the hands of some
inconsiderate and unknown thief, which would
fit in with the rash of graffiti, vandalism, and
false fire alarms that has been prevalent this
year.

What students will see when they go to the
Co-Op now is about a 25 percent reduction in
the products usually carried.  While plans had
been in the works for newer or better equip-
ment, this will now have to be put on hold. The
biggest irony of the situation is that the Co-Op
had just pulled itself out of a financial hole and
was looking forward to implementing some of
their ideas.

However, the Co-Op is looking mainly at
moving forward. 

“It was cash in mostly tens and twenties.
We know we’re not going to get that back,”
Erica says. “We’re a small business run by stu-
dents. We still need to pay insurance.” The
PCA does cover things like electricity and basic
upkeep of the building, but everything else is up
to the Co-Op, and any help is appreciated. 

What they are looking to do is to make up
some of those funds by having on-campus
bands come and play at the Co-Op to help us
fundraise, and they are also accepting dona-
tions. 

There will be a meeting this Wednesday,
April 12, at noon to discuss the theft and
fundraising. This meeting is one that happens
every Wednesday at that time to discuss issues
surrounding the Co-Op and changes or addi-
tions that students might like to see.

Any bands or musicians that wish to play
at the Co-Op are encouraged to contact Erica
at Erica.Bushell@purchase.edu or
Sara.Cohn@purchase.edu. They also would
both like to encourage students who know any-
thing to contact UPD, either by calling x6900 or
going to the basement of Humanities. 

The Co-Op is open every Monday through
Friday from noon to midnight and 8 p.m. to mid-
night on Saturday and Sunday, and they can be

reached by phone at x6985.

“Dorm Name” from Front Page...

The Senate’s reaction was overwhelming-
ly negative.  A resolution was drafted and pre-
sented to the administration, denying their
request.  Furthermore, it went on to spell out
the only reasons the Senate deemed appropri-
ate for rejecting a submission.  These included
vulgarity or obscenity, legal ramifications,
direct personal references to 
a public figure, names resulting in bureaucrat-
ic issues, and symbols inexpressible in
English.  Any other reasons they concluded,
“betray the unique culture and desires of the
Purchase student body.”

Finally, the administration responded with
a letter from John Delate which in addition to
confirming the suspicion that donor solicitation
was a top concern, also suggested a new
selection process.  Instead of the student rep-
resentatives in the Senate weaning the original
selection list down to five, the student body
should be asked to vote first on which names
they thought should be finalists and then again
on which the final name should be.  This,
Delate argued, would “permit nearly all of the
suggestions to be considered by the student
body.”  The senate agreed to meet with admin-
istration officials later today to attempt to reach
a compromise.

The administration in their letter from
Delate failed to acknowledge practically all of
the Senate’s concerns and instead presented
a contradictory and inadequate response.
Although they claim that one of their main
qualms is that the selected name might offend
potential contributors, they never explain how
allowing the entire student body (from which
the original “unacceptable” names were culti-
vated) would solve the problem.  What if the
student body selects the same names that
their representatives did?  Furthermore, why

doesn’t the administration accept that the
Senate is a fair representation of the students
who elected them?

All of this seems especially discouraging
following the launch of the administrations new
marketing campaign, “Think Wide Open.”  The
campaign suggests that Purchase students
are unique, creative, and unpredictable.  For
the administration to reject names that fit these
qualities is surprising.   As faculty member
Lynn Mahoney said at last week's Senate
meeting, “This is where the rubber meets the
road.  The administration will have to own what
it’s done with the Think Wide Open Campaign.”
Considering how far the administration has
gone to embrace the will of the students, their
actions here are disappointing.  It was just ear-
lier this semester that they acted on our con-
cern over the movement of the bookstore.  Is
the solicitation of outsiders worth more than
the students respect? 

Admittedly, this controversy is not a huge
issue.  It pales in comparison to an issue such
as the PTV controversy, where the administra-
tion allowed the students to react without inter-
ference.  Furthermore, Delate, who drafted the
administration’s resolution, has been one of
the PSGA’s greatest allies.  It’s possible that
his wife being moments away from labor con-
tributed to the lackluster response on this issue
(on a side note, congrats!).  However, to use
one of their own arguments against them, the
name of the dorm will be a reflection of the cur-
rent Purchase culture for years to come.  With
so many students complaining that the “free-
spirited” days of the culture are over, what bet-
ter way to preserve this attitude than an official
declaration of it atop our new building?

Additional work by Kaitlyn Sudol



Why I Am Not A
Moron.

by Jesse McLaren

In the past hence weeks you may
have noticed I previously wrote an article for
the Independent. It was partly an expression of
anger towards my fellow classmates, and it
was also at the same time an expression of my
rage towards the waitresses at the Hub.
However immediately following release of my
article on newsstands, many people have been
going up to me, calling me stupid, or even
sometimes a moron. I want to clear up some of
those rumors right now in this article that is this
week.

First  off, for anyone to call me stupid, is
actually for them to call themselves stupid,
because we all got into the same college. We
both were the same intellectual level in high
school, and that kind of thing doesn’t really get
bigger after high school, unless you’re an infant
or something. If you are an infant I sincerely
doubt you can read (or are even reading this
right now). So basically you are just as smart
as me, and vis versa (the other way around).

Second off its really stupid of anyone to
try to emasculate my intelligence, because as
you probably don’t know, because you don’t
even know me, is that I have a very high SAT
score. I am not going to say exactly what my
SAT score is, but I will say it was over a thou
sand, which if you add up, is at least a B+ or A-

even. So for you to say I’m stupid is nonsense.
You are a retard, and have clearly never seen
my SAT score if you think I’m stupid (which I’m
not).

Third off intelligence does not have ANY-
THING to do with how smart you are, because
it’s just way of measuring thinking levels or
something. Albert Einstein had a very very low
intelligence, and was so bad at school that he
didn’t even get into a college (he was alive
before SAT scores). However Einstein invent-
ed the theory of relativity (E = mc2) and helped
discover atomic bombs (which won World War
2) in the 1940’s. So for you to say I have low
intelligence, doesn’t in anyway mean I’m not
smart.

Fourth off the truth is YOU are the one
who is a moron (not you if you are not the per-
son who called me a moron, but if you are then
I mean you). And YOU are the one who is ugly.

In conclusion I feel that the individual’s
who called me a moron, and said that I don’t
know how to write an article, and told me ill
never have sex with a woman obviously need
to get their facts straight. I can be pretty cool. I
also think that I will have sex with a woman one
day, because I am caring, gentle, and have
high endurance. I also am very non-threaten-
ing, and generally like to keep things simple.
Not that I’m not open minded or
anything…because I’d be up for
anything…even regular style like people do
when they are just trying to make a baby.
Although I might be nervous and think a lot
afterwards.

A U L O P H O B I A IS THE FEAR OF FLUTES.  *  THE FEAR OLD PEOPLE (OR OF JEFF STEIN) IS GERONTOPHOBIA.  *  THE FEAR OF WAX STAT U E S

Share it With 
Sue Ellen

By Sue Ellen Rockcliffe

Dear Sue Ellen, 
I think I might have a problem. Lately my

lover and I have reached a pinnacle in our
"agreement." I don't know how to say this gen-
tly or with any amount of decorum, so I'll just
say it. I can't stop having sex in public. What
was at first a quiet dare has now turned into an
embarrassing obsession. We have done it
everywhere you can imagine. It started in those
pesky hammocks one warm night under the
stars, and now it's moved on to the roof of nat-
ural sciences, the boy's dorm shower...I'd go
on, but I don't want to be crude. Sex anywhere
normal just isn't the same. Oh Sue Ellen, what
do I do?

Grateful,
Sex Fiend in Farside

Dear Sex Fiend, 
I am pleased to hear that someone is

actually taking advantage of the array of lovers'
corners on the Purchase College campus.
However, things like this can easily get out of
hand, such as your situation. public displays of
affection, although exhilarating, can be very
bad if you actually do end up getting caught.
You seem to be quite taken by the excitement
factor. Maybe it's time that you focus your ener-
gies on different fetishes, perhaps fetishes that
can be contained within your living space. If
you're going to be addicted to something, you
might as well be addicted to something that
won't get you in trouble, well, with the police at
least. Thanks for sharing!

Love, Sue Ellen

Dear Sue Ellen, 
There is this girl on Facebook who keeps

poking me. I hide the pokes, because I don't
know what they mean. What is the purpose of
poking? Does it indicate flirtation or frustration?
Is hiding them the correct response? How do I
respond to something that I don't even under-
stand? Help me Sue Ellen, Help me. 

Poked on P-street 

Dear Poked, 
Poking is the bane of Sue Ellen's exis-

tence. These days it is so fashionable to poke
someone instead of just saying "Hello." Have
humans become so socially inadequate that
they can no longer engage in face-to-face con-
versation? The internet has crippled our ability
to develop communication skills beyond "wtf"s
and "btw"s. My suggestion? Find this girl on
campus one day, strike up a real conversation,
and if appropriate, show her what a real poke
feels like. Thanks for sharing!

Love, Sue Ellen
email your questions to asksue@gmail.com

“Letters to the Editors” from Page 2...

Dear Editor,
We’ve all had that speech, or note in the

syllabus, concerning plagiarism.  T h e
American Heritage Online Dictionary defines it
as: “to put forth as original to oneself the ideas
or words of another.”  Although in college we’re
accustomed to only hearing the word in an
academic context, it does exist outside the
classroom.  I believe I’ve found at least two
instances of plagiarism, in this very newspa-
per.  Not in the Whore-o-scopes, nor in any
articles.  Rather, I’ve found it in the comics sec-
tion.  

While perusing issue #109, a comic strip
by the name of “Just Plain Wrong” caught my
eye.  It seemed remarkably similar to a stand-
up comedy routine performed by the late great
Bill Hicks:  
“’I’m pro-life.’ God, I want to hang with you and
play Twister. ‘That’s pornographic.’ Damn. I
hate playing with the pro-life people.  
-“Non-smokers” From the album Rant in E
Minor (1997)

After realizing this I recalled that within the
last year another “Just Plain Wrong” I read also
had uncanny similarities.  The topic of the par-
ticular comic was advertising.
“(The) Supreme Court says pornography is
any act that has no artistic merit and causes
sexual thought… hmm sounds like every com -
mercial on television.  You know, when I see
those twins on that Doublemint Commercial,

I’m not thinking of gum… I’ll tell you the com -
mercial they’d like to do if they could, and I
guarantee if they could they’d do this right
here:  Here’s the woman’s face, beautiful.
Camera pulls back naked breast.  Camera
pulls back, she’s totally naked legs apart, two
fingers right here (on her crotch) and it just
says ‘Drink Coke’.  Now I don’t know what the
connection is here, but goddamn if Coke isn’t
on my shopping list.  Damned if I’m not buying
these products…  My teeth are rotting out of
my head, I’m glued to the television, I’m as big
as a fucking couch.  More Snickers, more
Coke.”  
-What is Pornography” from the album
Relentless (1997)

While my first example may leave some room
for doubt as far as plagiarism, this second
comic can be paired panel by panel to Mr.
Hicks’ routine.

I’m not writing this to call anyone out.  All
I ask is that you stop stealing a dead man’s
jokes without giving due credit.  Then again, if
the author were to give Mr. Hicks credit for his
ideas, what would be the point of making the
cartoon in the first place?  I’m also not insinu-
ating all or even a majority of the author’s work
is plagiarized, I have however; found these two
instances of what I believe to be plagiarism.  

Thank You
Zachary Shea 

Style Can’t Be
Purchased
By Lindsay Feldman

As I glance through the plentiful
pages of Purchase College students on
Facebook, I see an abundance of the Rasta
man, Bob Marley, listed heavily upon the
pages of these artsy pupils. I have to say I am
equally as guilty, having the Jamaican super-
star’s name listed upon my music favorites.
As most Marley fans enjoy the smooth island
sounds and empowering lyrics, one ponders
the effects of Rasta culture upon their life. The
Red, Yellow and Green colors of fight play
quite the important role in today’s youth pop
culture. 

The platinum blonde, neon silk nail
tipped, luscious red lips mama, Gwen Stefani
is to thank (or blame) for this abundance of
Rasta influenced attire. Gwen, for Fall 2004,
introduced to the fashion world her line of
contemporary, moderately priced items under
the title, L.A.M.B, which stands for Love Angel
Music Baby. This Harajuko Chicky showed
the world her version of Rasta style with
beanie hats, baggy low-slung pants revealing
an incredibly amazing set of abs, and a worn
white cotton beater. For Spring 2006 one can
imagine the likes of striking model Alex Wek
strutting down the runway in a poncho of the
warm red, enthusiastic yellow, and refreshing
hemp green, placed on top of the likes of a
pop-collar sunshine shirt with Bermuda cut-
offs.

The most popular contemporary line
of Rasta culture is brought to you by Cedella
Marley of Catch-A-Fire, daughter of the late
Bob himself. Her line consists of gold silk-
screened faces of her father placed upon the
most organic of cottons. She also likes to
switch the styles up with patchwork dresses
and One Love labeled white twill crops. May I
suggest to the reader to pair any of the afore-
mentioned outfits with the likes of brown
hemp flip-flops by that of Rainbow available
for purchase on Rainbowsandels.com!

Enjoy the coming of summer and
when your frazzled put on a pair of cutoffs,
blend yourself a Colada and remember that

P O R P H Y R O P H O B I A IS THE  FEAR OF THE COLOR PURPL E.  *  BAT H M O P H O B I A IS  THE FEAR STEEP SLOPES. * UROPHOBIA IS THE FEAR OF

MUSIC REVIEW:
Drew Swinburne

By Kevin Rankin

On April 5, Standard Oil Records
(www.standardoilrecords.com) will release a
new CD entitled Man Fancy including the four
fun electronic artists Tugboat, Drew
Swinburne, Dempster Dumpster, and
Stochistic.  Standard Oil Records was started
by Purchase alum Dan
Deacon and has released
material from other such pres-
ent and former Purchase
artists as Nuclear Power
Pants, Thunderbunny, and No,
It’s the Good Swastikas.   

For Drew Swinburne, this
marks his second release
through the label, the first
being 2004’s 10-14 Invisible
Tank.  On Man Fancy, Drew
exhibits six new funtastic sar-
castic compositions with the
ferocity of Sonic the
Hedgehog and the punch of
Mike Ty s o n ’s Punch Out including
“(Everybody’s Banging) Pope Joan” and the
scene stereotype challenging “Clever Has
Never Been Cool.”  Hearing Drew’s monoto-
nous voice over Nintendoesque industrial
beats makes one think: as silly as this all may
sound, you can tell the man is serious about
what he is doing…and that is really cool!

“Well, the point in music (as I see it) is to
explore aesthetically things that have yet to be
defined by genre or geographical or cultural

scene,” explains Drew.
Mr. Swinburne began making music about

ten years ago when he was 13,  creating songs
by cutting up samples from the popular 3rd-
person shooter game Doom.  Unfortunately,
those songs have been long lost.  Drew now
uses programs like Sonar and Reason to cre-
ate his music using mostly synthesizers.  

One exception from the mostly synthe-
sized sound of Drew’s music is the track “1,000
Pounds” which was “100 percent samples.”

Among the sources for these
samples were “an out of tune
auto-harp, a dilapidated 3/4 size
guitar, teapots, a guitar string
nailed to a board, a bucket, and
some old toy keyboards.”  Now
that, kids, is good creative ener-
gy at work.

Do yourself a favor and get
to one of this boy’s shows.
Prepare to dance and you will
have an extra good time.  While
you’re there, shell out a few of
your hard earned dollars so you
can bring some Drew home for
your dance parties.  Drew

Swinburne is a busy man and deserves the
respect. 

In addition to rocking the synth beats, he
also finds time to play guitar is the band Robert
Inevitable & the Static (who’s album Mouth Full
of Blackbirds is also out now on Standard Oil
Records) and acts as the Major Events
Coordinator of this fine school.

Check out these killer links:
http://www.MySpace.Com/DrewSwinburne

Genesis P. Orridge
To Give Lecture

By Jesse Heffler

As this wonderfully stressful school year
wraps up, and we try to erase the heroic
images of charging horses from our brain, we
must not forsake unique opportunities as they
fall in our lap.  The prolific, unique and influen-
tial Genesis P. Orridge is coming to our cam-
pus.  He will be giving a lecture on Tuesday,
April 11 at 8 in the Humanities Theater.

For anyone who doesn’t know, Genesis
was a founding member of the pioneering and
envelope pushing experimental band
Throbbing Gristle and currently part of the sim-
ilar group, Psychic TV.  He had also been a
friend and collaborator of “Beat Generation
“strongholds William Boroughs and Brian
Gyson.  This lecture has been a few months in
the making and a collaborative effort of me,
Allen Mozek, Whitson’s, two Humanities
Theater technical directors and the GLBTU.  

Gen’s lecture will discuss his current gen-
der-“ial” stare, Pandrogeny.  He will be using
video, photographs, music and tons of engag-
ing information. 

www.genesisp-orridge.com



URINE  OR URINATING.   * THE FEAR OF LOSING ONE 'S VIRGINITY IS  CALLED PRIMEISODOPHOBIA.  * THE FEAR OF HOSPITAL S IS

The House of
Bernarda Alba

By Kelechi Ubozoh

A storm is brewing in The House of
Bernarda Alba and with it comes passion, jeal-
ousy and death. Around 7:30 p.m. in the
Humanities Theater, Roberto Lechuga watches
as the actors in his senior project put on vari-
ous articles of black clothing: black shirts, black
shawls, black shirts, and black shoes supply
most of the costuming for The House of
Bernarda Alba, a play by Federico Garcia
Lorca. The play is filled with darkness because
the women of the house of Bernarda Alba are
in mourning for more reasons than the death of
their father. This is a play of imprisonment of all
kinds. 

The House of Bernarda Alba is set around
the 1930s in Granada, Spain. It begins in the
home of newly widowed Bernarda Alba and her
five daughters, Augustias, Amelia, A d e l a ,
Martirio, and Magdalena. Bernarda, the head
of the household, rules her home with an iron
fist and black cane. She forces her daughters
to endure an 8-year-long mourning period in
which they are only allowed to wear black, not
allowed to leave their house and must spend
all day sewing their wedding clothing.  All of the
daughters are watched by the careful eye of
their maid Prudencia. Bernarda’s mother,
Maria Josefa is insane and spends most of the
play locked up in the attic. Tensions stir in the
household because the daughters are kept
prisoners and serious problems arise.

“I love the drama in this play,” said
Lechuga.

Lechuga fell in love with Lorca’s play his 
senior year of high school. 

“I am so impressed by the sensitivity that
Lorca has in his female characters,” said
Lechuga.

Angustias is in love with Pepe Romano,
but he only wants to marry her for her money
and is really in love with Adela, the youngest
daughter and is less innocent than she
appears. 

But don’t be fooled, The House of
Bernarda is not a soap opera. Lorca’s play was
written during the rule of General Franco and
there are definite symbols that represent
Franco’s tyrannous rule. Bernarda represents

the iron fist in which Franco ruled Spain.
Maria Oppendisano is playing the strong

willed and controlling Bernarda. She felt how-
ever, that Bernarda was only controlling on the
surface and trying to keep appearance; howev-
e r, on the inside she is very fragile.
Oppendisano enjoyed the role, but had difficul-
ty with the abusive nature of her character.

“By nature I can’t hit people, so its really
hard to do it and be convincing,” said
Oppendisano.

Jenna Goudreau plays Maria Josefa,
Bernarda’s 80 year old mother. When she isn’t
locked up in an attic she can be found singing
to a lamb and traipsing around in a wedding
dress.

“Maria Josefa is definitely a character.
She represents the freedom that all of the
daughters want. She is the end result of how
the sisters will be if they continue to live the
way they are,” said Goudreau.

Each of the daughters of The House of
Bernarda Alba has a certain quality to them.
Angustias is the oldest, richest, and fiancé to
Pepe Romano. Magdalena was their father’s
favorite. Martirio is the sinister and shadowy
character. Adela defies her mother. And Amelia
is the one to announce that, “to be a woman is
the worst punishment.” No matter their differ-
ences, all of the sisters have one thing in com-
mon--their fascination with Pepe Romano. This
fascination will be the ultimate destruction of an
already destructive family.

The House of Bernarda Alba will be play-
ing in the Humanities Theater, this Thursday
April 6, Friday April 8, and Saturday April 9 at
8:00 p.m. $5 General audience, and $3 for stu-
dents. 

N ew Housing Options
S we ep Campus

By Patrick Cassels

A sweeping series of new housing options
for the Fall 2006 term at Purchase College have
been announced in what is easily the most sig-
nificant change of on-campus living since the
construction of Alumni Village.

The changes, which include six new spe-
cialty-housing options as well as an expansion
of existing alternatives like faculty apartments
and the Purchase Residence Extension
Program (PREP), were developed by the Office
of Residence Life to address student concerns
and the ever-evolving dynamic of the school.

"The new options were department ideas
based on issues of the progressive students
here," said Assistant Director for Residence Life
Coreen Kerfoote. "We're trying to cross bound-
aries."

Students entering their second year at
Purchase can opt to live on the Sophomore
Floor in the galacticly named "X Wing" of the
new dormitory behind Outback, addressing rel-
evant academic issues and concerns alongside
fellow second-year residents.

Also in the X Wing will be a pair of egalitar-
ian floors: Pluralistic Exploration and Service
Yields Success. Applicants selected for the first
will live in a diverse cultural environment, while
those in the second will focus on "Community
Service and Leadership."

Cultural Immersion, a diversity program
similar to Pluralistic Exploration, will situate
domestic and international students together on
J Street in the Olde.

Applications for Sophomore Floor,
Pluralistic Exploration, Service Yields Success
and Cultural Immersion, available from the
Office of Residence Life in the Big Haus base-
ment, are due by noon on April 11. 

Non-smoking apartments will be intro-
duced to select rooms in all three complexes
next year as well. Residence life has currently
designated as non-smoking H2, H4, H6, J2, J4,
J6 and J8 in the Olde; K and M Street in the
Commons; and buildings 1, 8 and 10 in Alumni
Village.

Graduate/Non-Traditional housing allows
grad students and students 24 years of age or
older to sign up for an apartment by space with-
out having to fill out a group roster.

Roughly 10 apartments will be added to
the existing 10 designated for faculty wishing to
live on campus, a change that will displace the
students wishing to remain in select apartments
in the fall.

Those who wish to remain and will be dis-
placed are given priority of available apart-
ments—though only in the Commons.

Kerfoote judges, from the impressive num-
ber of applications for specialty housing already
received, a positive reaction from the campus
to the new options. 

"This will be a good 'test year' for the spe-
cialty housing," said Kerfoote. "We'll see if it
works and decide whether or not to expand it in
the future.”

EVENTS

Purchase Opera presents
Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro
PAC Recital Hall, 8 pm
April 6 - 8

B’NG The Jim Pugh
Ensemble, a Jazz Club
performance
CCS, 9 pm

The House of Bernarda
Alba, Humanities Theater
8 pm, April 6 - 8

A Spooky Thanksgiving
Reception, VA Building
1019A, 5:30-7:30 pm

CLUBS

GLBTU, CCS 0037, 10 pm 

Comic Book Liberation
Army,
Student Center 7 pm         

O.A.P.I.A., CCN Basement
10 pm

Root Beer Club. Student
Center, 9 pm

EMIT, HU 1021 10:30-12:00
am

PSGA General
Programming Committee,
CCN 1012 5:30 pm

Independent Writer’s
Meeting, 
CCN 1011 7:30 pm

Alternative Clinic
5:30-8:30 pm

EVENTS

A Dream Play by August
Strindberg, 8 pm
Buffer Room in Admissions
April 7 - 9

Joe Ferry & the Big Ska
Band - see ad on page 2

EVENTS

Purchase Wide Open Kick-
Off Event, Dance Theater
Lab, 5 pm & 8 pm

Anime Club Shindig
FREE FOOD!
Student Center, 8 pm

CLUBS
X-Stream Generation   
CCN 003 9 pm

EVENTS

Evelyn Farny - Cello Recital
Music Building Recital Hall
3:30 pm

EVENTS

1970-71 Morton Feldman
Concert
Music Building Recital Hall

Mark Shepard Lecture on
Interactive Design, VA
Building 1016, 4:20 pm

CLUBS

Art Club , Co-Op 9 pm

Yearbook Committee,
Alumni/Affiliate Lounge 9:30
pm
PSGA Civic Actions
Committee, CCN 1012 
12:30 pm

PUSH, CCN 0014 10 pm

COCOAS Meeting ,
Whitson’s 5-6pm. Financial
Proposals Due!

Independent Meeting, CCN
1011 7 pm  

Latinos Unidos, CCN 007 
10 pm

Media Services Board Meeting
CCN 1011, 10-11 pm

P S G AMajor Events
Committee CCN 1012, 8 pm

W.H.E.N. CCN 0012, 10 pm

Alternative Clinic
5:30-8:30 pm

CLUBS
PSGA Senate Meeting, 
HU 1072 12 pm

PSGA Finance Committee,
CCN 1012 4:30 pm

Anime Club, Fireside
Lounge 9pm

Hillel, CCN 0024  9pm

Pre-Med Club, NS 1002
12:30 pm

Psychology Club, NS 0029
12:30 pm
PTV, CCS 0026 10:30 pm

Film Society, CCN 10 pm
1:30 pm

Purchase Environmental
Activists
Natural Science 0029

SPOKE-N-HEARD
See Monday

Stay tuned for your
favorite live shows 

coming back soon....

Check purchasetv.org
for schedule details

SUNDAY
10:30 PM: Bagels & Schmear
11:00 PM: After Dark 
12:00 PM Midnight Rush  

MONDAY
8:00 PM: Monday Night Melting Pot
10:00 P M: A and J's Magnificent Hour 
11:00 P M: Steve Gold Hour
12:00 A M: The Release 

TUESDAY
8:00pm: PSGA Live

10:00 P M: Lady T. Late Night
11:00 P M: The Josh Jupiter Radio Show
12:00 A M:The Offensive w/ Sam Jaffe 
1:00 A M: Happy Endings

WEDNESDAY
10:00 P M: Metal Horde
11:00 P M: Awesome Mix Tape #6 

THURSDAY
11:00 P M: High Fidelity

SCHEDULE SCHEDULE

SUNDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY



Springtime Rant
By Jill Liptak

Like the flowers forcing themselves up
between the tile fragments on the mall,
Purchase experienced a new blossoming of life
this past week. It seems, after a highly scientif-
ic study using a highly technical method called
observation, purchase students may in fact
hibernate. This conclusion, which is unrelated
to an earlier study which is still determining
whether or not students are nocturnal, is sup-
ported by the recent student activities in the
past week. 

Although there were sightings of a certain
species of Purchase students known as the
hardcore smokers, Purchase pathways, door-
ways, and any other outdoor way were pre-
dominantly vacant over the past bone chilling
months. I would like to take a moment to com-
mend the rare breed of hardcore smokers, who
bundled up and brazed the elements with
frozen hands because you can’t do shit while
wearing gloves. It takes a strong person and a
strong addiction to keep someone that dedicat-
ed, you are amazing. However, we must not
dawdle in admiration, there is science to dis-
cuss.

As the temperature warmed to almost
scary heights if we think about the environmen-
tal aspect of it, students whipped out their tiny
tanks and sandals and flip flopped outdoors
embracing the day for the first time in a long
time. Some students had reportedly experi-
enced what is referred to as the vampire con-
dition, in which, upon coming into contact with
the warm sunlight, retreated to a corner where
they were forced to seek cover in the shade of
nearby shadows. These victims are currently
being offered trauma therapy.

Over the course of the rising temperatures
and spirits, the desolate, dead, and deteriorat-
ing (yes, that is some pretty kickass alliteration)
ruins of what once was a brick oven of cool-
ness, experienced an extreme makeover,
minus the superficial anyone but still including
the sharp objects. Small civilizations were
established composed of torn sheets, massive
food items, and the every popular guitar…who
knew every single person on campus could
play?! These campsites were so popular that
there have even been small battles over what
land belonged to whom. One argument over
w h o ’s space a popular area of the quad
belonged to (these would be the parts where
grass didn’t grow in little tufts here and there
amongst rock hard dirt), led one student to
actual whip out the every witty assertion of, “I

don’t see your name on it”, the next day the
student returned to see a name spray-painted
across a large square. 

It is still unclear how far the battle for
space will go, but researchers expect that there
may be at least one person on campus with a
napoleonic need to dominate the available out-
door space. There has been speculation that
this will be achieved by various blankets sewn
together into one massively large blanket.
Because of this threat, there has been discus-
sion of banning sewing machines from the
stitch-happy Purchase community.

What may in fact be further surprising, is
the reawakening of sports at campus. Frisbee,
perhaps the most versatile and challenging
sport, made a major comeback over this past
week. Some of you may question, “Frisbee, a
real sport?”, well I will tell you Mr. Jockey
McJock or nice sports person who thought my
reference to Frisbee as a sport was an abomi-
nation, if Frisbee isn’t a real sport then I don’t
know what is! It takes amazing skill, almost ani-
malistic skill (predominantly dog-like) to play a
sport as anti-sport as Frisbee. So give those
Frisbee players some respect, instead of those
dirty looks when that brilliant neon yellow disc
comes spinning towards your head. Another
shock experienced in the world of sports, was
the appearance of a football. A f o o t b a l l ,
believed to be a myth on purchase campus
since 1983, made a stunning reappearance
spiraling with mediocre skill across our cam-
pus. To those football players, bravo for playing
in public, a feat that may be as courageous as
admitting that you may actually listen to
N’Sync and Yellowcard (thanks Alex Croake’s
Music shared music library!). But seriously,
Frisbee, football, fuck even hacky-sack, you
energetic athletes do what you have to do.   

The results are in, and these once sleepy
students are ready to bust out of their brick
cocoons and spread their bedazzled wings.
And, with hope and expectation that the weath-
er will continually get warmer, I propose that
the administration instate outdoor living. A
community of tents filled with all necessary liv-
ing needs, like Easy Mac and any Beatles
album. Maybe someday, Purchase will think
wide open enough to consider opening up so
that there are no crappy walls with disconcert-
ing stains from the previous resident between
us, but cheap nylon cloths over a mind-numb-
ingly difficult to put together frame. So
Purchase students, the time has come to get
off facebook and join the world outdoors! I’ll
probably see you out there; I’ll be the one cre-
ating a 7 blanket spot stealer monstrosity.
Shine on Purchase, as I read off some random
kids shirt, it’s sunny at SUNY.

ARE COMETOPHOBIC.  *  HOBOPHOBIA IS THE FEAR OF BUMS OR BEGGARS. * THE FEAR OF ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS IS ATOMOSOPHOBIA.  *

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)
Finishing what you start is old hat for you, Aries. Jazz
up your endeavors and try juggling lots of things in a
precarious manner. And then, you know, get them
done if you want.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)
T h e r e ’s absolutely no need to worry about moral
postscript or consequence, for cosmic alignment has
you exempt from any sort of afterlife for just this
week. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
I t ’s your lucky week, Gemini, numerically speaking.
All digits are rooting for you and this would be a great
time to do things involving numerical dominance over
others, save for long division.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
This week’s weather may not be indicative of Spring,
however don’t be fooled by the warmer days to come.
Your cosmic magnetism is a true sign of the season
which you’ll find escalating by means of an increase
in bees. 

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)
This week you will find it impossible to avoid odd plot
twists in your week. A dramatic chorus of “dun dun
DUN” will plague your every move as you navigate
these impending dicey trials. 

Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22)
There may be a noble aspect of undertaking epic
tasks, however one must reconsider whether recreat-
ing the Eiffel tower to scale from toothpicks is truly
worth  the time and eff o r t .

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)
This week as you find an easier and more eff e c t i v e
alternative to wishing on a shooting star someone will
appropriately create an iconic and definitive song
about it. 

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)
The intensity swarming inside of you erupts this
week. What timing! Be sure to up the contrast on all
photographs, increase the volume of all audio
devices and get up in as many faces as feasible. 

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)
The cosmos bode ill for any advice you are given this
week. Keep this in mind and be conscientious of the
questions you may ask which may warrant the dish-
ing of advice. You’ve been warned.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
Infomercials will be your saving grace this week, as
they have exactly what you need to be instantly rich-
e r, more popular, sexier and more powerful. Yo u r
future is only a phone call away.

Aquarius (Jan 20- Feb 18)
Your ability for web-weaving is at its peak this week.
Meticulous intricacies are no match for your nimble
fingers, but the only question is: do you use your new
skills for good or for evil?

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)
Your innate senses of curiosity and accounting will
spur an all-out venture of what exactly money can
b u y. Your cosmic duty requires that you capitalize on
intangibility where it has never been capitalized
before. 

Brought to you by
Sable Yong

NOSOCOMEPHOBIA.  *  THE FEAR DEFORMED PEOPLE OR BEARING A DEFORMED CHILD IS T E R ATOPHOBIA.  *  THOSE WHO FEAR COMETS



Springtime Rant
By Jill Liptak

Like the flowers forcing themselves up
between the tile fragments on the mall,
Purchase experienced a new blossoming of life
this past week. It seems, after a highly scientif-
ic study using a highly technical method called
observation, purchase students may in fact
hibernate. This conclusion, which is unrelated
to an earlier study which is still determining
whether or not students are nocturnal, is sup-
ported by the recent student activities in the
past week. 

Although there were sightings of a certain
species of Purchase students known as the
hardcore smokers, Purchase pathways, door-
ways, and any other outdoor way were pre-
dominantly vacant over the past bone chilling
months. I would like to take a moment to com-
mend the rare breed of hardcore smokers, who
bundled up and brazed the elements with
frozen hands because you can’t do shit while
wearing gloves. It takes a strong person and a
strong addiction to keep someone that dedicat-
ed, you are amazing. However, we must not
dawdle in admiration, there is science to dis-
cuss.

As the temperature warmed to almost
scary heights if we think about the environmen-
tal aspect of it, students whipped out their tiny
tanks and sandals and flip flopped outdoors
embracing the day for the first time in a long
time. Some students had reportedly experi-
enced what is referred to as the vampire con-
dition, in which, upon coming into contact with
the warm sunlight, retreated to a corner where
they were forced to seek cover in the shade of
nearby shadows. These victims are currently
being offered trauma therapy.

Over the course of the rising temperatures
and spirits, the desolate, dead, and deteriorat-
ing (yes, that is some pretty kickass alliteration)
ruins of what once was a brick oven of cool-
ness, experienced an extreme makeover,
minus the superficial anyone but still including
the sharp objects. Small civilizations were
established composed of torn sheets, massive
food items, and the every popular guitar…who
knew every single person on campus could
play?! These campsites were so popular that
there have even been small battles over what
land belonged to whom. One argument over
w h o ’s space a popular area of the quad
belonged to (these would be the parts where
grass didn’t grow in little tufts here and there
amongst rock hard dirt), led one student to
actual whip out the every witty assertion of, “I

don’t see your name on it”, the next day the
student returned to see a name spray-painted
across a large square. 

It is still unclear how far the battle for
space will go, but researchers expect that there
may be at least one person on campus with a
napoleonic need to dominate the available out-
door space. There has been speculation that
this will be achieved by various blankets sewn
together into one massively large blanket.
Because of this threat, there has been discus-
sion of banning sewing machines from the
stitch-happy Purchase community.

What may in fact be further surprising, is
the reawakening of sports at campus. Frisbee,
perhaps the most versatile and challenging
sport, made a major comeback over this past
week. Some of you may question, “Frisbee, a
real sport?”, well I will tell you Mr. Jockey
McJock or nice sports person who thought my
reference to Frisbee as a sport was an abomi-
nation, if Frisbee isn’t a real sport then I don’t
know what is! It takes amazing skill, almost ani-
malistic skill (predominantly dog-like) to play a
sport as anti-sport as Frisbee. So give those
Frisbee players some respect, instead of those
dirty looks when that brilliant neon yellow disc
comes spinning towards your head. Another
shock experienced in the world of sports, was
the appearance of a football. A f o o t b a l l ,
believed to be a myth on purchase campus
since 1983, made a stunning reappearance
spiraling with mediocre skill across our cam-
pus. To those football players, bravo for playing
in public, a feat that may be as courageous as
admitting that you may actually listen to
N’Sync and Yellowcard (thanks Alex Croake’s
Music shared music library!). But seriously,
Frisbee, football, fuck even hacky-sack, you
energetic athletes do what you have to do.   

The results are in, and these once sleepy
students are ready to bust out of their brick
cocoons and spread their bedazzled wings.
And, with hope and expectation that the weath-
er will continually get warmer, I propose that
the administration instate outdoor living. A
community of tents filled with all necessary liv-
ing needs, like Easy Mac and any Beatles
album. Maybe someday, Purchase will think
wide open enough to consider opening up so
that there are no crappy walls with disconcert-
ing stains from the previous resident between
us, but cheap nylon cloths over a mind-numb-
ingly difficult to put together frame. So
Purchase students, the time has come to get
off facebook and join the world outdoors! I’ll
probably see you out there; I’ll be the one cre-
ating a 7 blanket spot stealer monstrosity.
Shine on Purchase, as I read off some random
kids shirt, it’s sunny at SUNY.

ARE COMETOPHOBIC.  *  HOBOPHOBIA IS THE FEAR OF BUMS OR BEGGARS. * THE FEAR OF ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS IS ATOMOSOPHOBIA.  *

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)
Finishing what you start is old hat for you, Aries. Jazz
up your endeavors and try juggling lots of things in a
precarious manner. And then, you know, get them
done if you want.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)
T h e r e ’s absolutely no need to worry about moral
postscript or consequence, for cosmic alignment has
you exempt from any sort of afterlife for just this
week. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
I t ’s your lucky week, Gemini, numerically speaking.
All digits are rooting for you and this would be a great
time to do things involving numerical dominance over
others, save for long division.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
This week’s weather may not be indicative of Spring,
however don’t be fooled by the warmer days to come.
Your cosmic magnetism is a true sign of the season
which you’ll find escalating by means of an increase
in bees. 

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)
This week you will find it impossible to avoid odd plot
twists in your week. A dramatic chorus of “dun dun
DUN” will plague your every move as you navigate
these impending dicey trials. 

Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22)
There may be a noble aspect of undertaking epic
tasks, however one must reconsider whether recreat-
ing the Eiffel tower to scale from toothpicks is truly
worth  the time and eff o r t .

Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22)
This week as you find an easier and more eff e c t i v e
alternative to wishing on a shooting star someone will
appropriately create an iconic and definitive song
about it. 

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)
The intensity swarming inside of you erupts this
week. What timing! Be sure to up the contrast on all
photographs, increase the volume of all audio
devices and get up in as many faces as feasible. 

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)
The cosmos bode ill for any advice you are given this
week. Keep this in mind and be conscientious of the
questions you may ask which may warrant the dish-
ing of advice. You’ve been warned.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
Infomercials will be your saving grace this week, as
they have exactly what you need to be instantly rich-
e r, more popular, sexier and more powerful. Yo u r
future is only a phone call away.

Aquarius (Jan 20- Feb 18)
Your ability for web-weaving is at its peak this week.
Meticulous intricacies are no match for your nimble
fingers, but the only question is: do you use your new
skills for good or for evil?

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)
Your innate senses of curiosity and accounting will
spur an all-out venture of what exactly money can
b u y. Your cosmic duty requires that you capitalize on
intangibility where it has never been capitalized
before. 

Brought to you by
Sable Yong

NOSOCOMEPHOBIA.  *  THE FEAR DEFORMED PEOPLE OR BEARING A DEFORMED CHILD IS T E R ATOPHOBIA.  *  THOSE WHO FEAR COMETS



URINE  OR URINATING.   * THE FEAR OF LOSING ONE 'S VIRGINITY IS  CALLED PRIMEISODOPHOBIA.  * THE FEAR OF HOSPITALS IS

The House of
Bernarda Alba

By Kelechi Ubozoh

A storm is brewing in The House of
Bernarda Alba and with it comes passion, jeal-
ousy and death. Around 7:30 p.m. in the
Humanities Theater, Roberto Lechuga watches
as the actors in his senior project put on vari-
ous articles of black clothing: black shirts, black
shawls, black shirts, and black shoes supply
most of the costuming for The House of
Bernarda Alba, a play by Federico Garcia
Lorca. The play is filled with darkness because
the women of the house of Bernarda Alba are
in mourning for more reasons than the death of
their father. This is a play of imprisonment of all
kinds. 

The House of Bernarda Alba is set around
the 1930s in Granada, Spain. It begins in the
home of newly widowed Bernarda Alba and her
five daughters, Augustias, Amelia, A d e l a ,
Martirio, and Magdalena. Bernarda, the head
of the household, rules her home with an iron
fist and black cane. She forces her daughters
to endure an 8-year-long mourning period in
which they are only allowed to wear black, not
allowed to leave their house and must spend
all day sewing their wedding clothing.  All of the
daughters are watched by the careful eye of
their maid Prudencia. Bernarda’s mother,
Maria Josefa is insane and spends most of the
play locked up in the attic. Tensions stir in the
household because the daughters are kept
prisoners and serious problems arise.

“I love the drama in this play,” said
Lechuga.

Lechuga fell in love with Lorca’s play his 
senior year of high school. 

“I am so impressed by the sensitivity that
Lorca has in his female characters,” said
Lechuga.

Angustias is in love with Pepe Romano,
but he only wants to marry her for her money
and is really in love with Adela, the youngest
daughter and is less innocent than she
appears. 

But don’t be fooled, The House of
Bernarda is not a soap opera. Lorca’s play was
written during the rule of General Franco and
there are definite symbols that represent
Franco’s tyrannous rule. Bernarda represents

the iron fist in which Franco ruled Spain.
Maria Oppendisano is playing the strong

willed and controlling Bernarda. She felt how-
ever, that Bernarda was only controlling on the
surface and trying to keep appearance; howev-
e r, on the inside she is very fragile.
Oppendisano enjoyed the role, but had difficul-
ty with the abusive nature of her character.

“By nature I can’t hit people, so its really
hard to do it and be convincing,” said
Oppendisano.

Jenna Goudreau plays Maria Josefa,
Bernarda’s 80 year old mother. When she isn’t
locked up in an attic she can be found singing
to a lamb and traipsing around in a wedding
dress.

“Maria Josefa is definitely a character.
She represents the freedom that all of the
daughters want. She is the end result of how
the sisters will be if they continue to live the
way they are,” said Goudreau.

Each of the daughters of The House of
Bernarda Alba has a certain quality to them.
Angustias is the oldest, richest, and fiancé to
Pepe Romano. Magdalena was their father’s
favorite. Martirio is the sinister and shadowy
character. Adela defies her mother. And Amelia
is the one to announce that, “to be a woman is
the worst punishment.” No matter their differ-
ences, all of the sisters have one thing in com-
mon--their fascination with Pepe Romano. This
fascination will be the ultimate destruction of an
already destructive family.

The House of Bernarda Alba will be play-
ing in the Humanities Theater, this Thursday
April 6, Friday April 8, and Saturday April 9 at
8:00 p.m. $5 General audience, and $3 for stu-
dents. 

N ew Housing Options
S we ep Campus

By Patrick Cassels

A sweeping series of new housing options
for the Fall 2006 term at Purchase College have
been announced in what is easily the most sig-
nificant change of on-campus living since the
construction of Alumni Village.

The changes, which include six new spe-
cialty-housing options as well as an expansion
of existing alternatives like faculty apartments
and the Purchase Residence Extension
Program (PREP), were developed by the Office
of Residence Life to address student concerns
and the ever-evolving dynamic of the school.

"The new options were department ideas
based on issues of the progressive students
here," said Assistant Director for Residence Life
Coreen Kerfoote. "We're trying to cross bound-
aries."

Students entering their second year at
Purchase can opt to live on the Sophomore
Floor in the galacticly named "X Wing" of the
new dormitory behind Outback, addressing rel-
evant academic issues and concerns alongside
fellow second-year residents.

Also in the X Wing will be a pair of egalitar-
ian floors: Pluralistic Exploration and Service
Yields Success. Applicants selected for the first
will live in a diverse cultural environment, while
those in the second will focus on "Community
Service and Leadership."

Cultural Immersion, a diversity program
similar to Pluralistic Exploration, will situate
domestic and international students together on
J Street in the Olde.

Applications for Sophomore Floor,
Pluralistic Exploration, Service Yields Success
and Cultural Immersion, available from the
Office of Residence Life in the Big Haus base-
ment, are due by noon on April 11. 

Non-smoking apartments will be intro-
duced to select rooms in all three complexes
next year as well. Residence life has currently
designated as non-smoking H2, H4, H6, J2, J4,
J6 and J8 in the Olde; K and M Street in the
Commons; and buildings 1, 8 and 10 in Alumni
Village.

Graduate/Non-Traditional housing allows
grad students and students 24 years of age or
older to sign up for an apartment by space with-
out having to fill out a group roster.

Roughly 10 apartments will be added to
the existing 10 designated for faculty wishing to
live on campus, a change that will displace the
students wishing to remain in select apartments
in the fall.

Those who wish to remain and will be dis-
placed are given priority of available apart-
ments—though only in the Commons.

Kerfoote judges, from the impressive num-
ber of applications for specialty housing already
received, a positive reaction from the campus
to the new options. 

"This will be a good 'test year' for the spe-
cialty housing," said Kerfoote. "We'll see if it
works and decide whether or not to expand it in
the future.”

EVENTS

Purchase Opera presents
Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro
PAC Recital Hall, 8 pm
April 6 - 8

B’NG The Jim Pugh
Ensemble, a Jazz Club
performance
CCS, 9 pm

The House of Bernarda
Alba, Humanities Theater
8 pm, April 6 - 8

A Spooky Thanksgiving
Reception, VA Building
1019A, 5:30-7:30 pm

CLUBS

GLBTU, CCS 0037, 10 pm 

Comic Book Liberation
Army,
Student Center 7 pm         

O.A.P.I.A., CCN Basement
10 pm

Root Beer Club. Student
Center, 9 pm

EMIT, HU 1021 10:30-12:00
am

PSGA General
Programming Committee,
CCN 1012 5:30 pm

Independent Writer’s
Meeting, 
CCN 1011 7:30 pm

Alternative Clinic
5:30-8:30 pm

EVENTS

A Dream Play by August
Strindberg, 8 pm
Buffer Room in Admissions
April 7 - 9

Joe Ferry & the Big Ska
Band - see ad on page 2

EVENTS

Purchase Wide Open Kick-
Off Event, Dance Theater
Lab, 5 pm & 8 pm

Anime Club Shindig
FREE FOOD!
Student Center, 8 pm

CLUBS
X-Stream Generation   
CCN 003 9 pm

EVENTS

Evelyn Farny - Cello Recital
Music Building Recital Hall
3:30 pm

EVENTS

1970-71 Morton Feldman
Concert
Music Building Recital Hall

Mark Shepard Lecture on
Interactive Design, VA
Building 1016, 4:20 pm

CLUBS

Art Club , Co-Op 9 pm

Yearbook Committee,
Alumni/Affiliate Lounge 9:30
pm
PSGA Civic Actions
Committee, CCN 1012 
12:30 pm

PUSH, CCN 0014 10 pm

COCOAS Meeting ,
Whitson’s 5-6pm. Financial
Proposals Due!

Independent Meeting, CCN
1011 7 pm  

Latinos Unidos, CCN 007 
10 pm

Media Services Board Meeting
CCN 1011, 10-11 pm

P S G AMajor Events
Committee CCN 1012, 8 pm

W.H.E.N. CCN 0012, 10 pm

Alternative Clinic
5:30-8:30 pm

CLUBS
PSGA Senate Meeting, 
HU 1072 12 pm

PSGA Finance Committee,
CCN 1012 4:30 pm

Anime Club, Fireside
Lounge 9pm

Hillel, CCN 0024  9pm

Pre-Med Club, NS 1002
12:30 pm

Psychology Club, NS 0029
12:30 pm
PTV, CCS 0026 10:30 pm

Film Society, CCN 10 pm
1:30 pm

Purchase Environmental
Activists
Natural Science 0029

SPOKE-N-HEARD
See Monday

Stay tuned for your
favorite live shows 

coming back soon....

Check purchasetv.org
for schedule details

SUNDAY
10:30 PM: Bagels & Schmear
11:00 PM: After Dark 
12:00 PM Midnight Rush  

MONDAY
8:00 PM: Monday Night Melting Pot
10:00 P M: A and J's Magnificent Hour 
11:00 P M: Steve Gold Hour
12:00 A M: The Release 

TUESDAY
8:00pm: PSGA Live

10:00 P M: Lady T. Late Night
11:00 P M: The Josh Jupiter Radio Show
12:00 A M:The Offensive w/ Sam Jaffe 
1:00 A M: Happy Endings

WEDNESDAY
10:00 P M: Metal Horde
11:00 P M: Awesome Mix Tape #6 

THURSDAY
11:00 P M: High Fidelity

SCHEDULE SCHEDULE

SUNDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY



Why I Am Not A
Moron.

by Jesse McLaren

In the past hence weeks you may
have noticed I previously wrote an article for
the Independent. It was partly an expression of
anger towards my fellow classmates, and it
was also at the same time an expression of my
rage towards the waitresses at the Hub.
However immediately following release of my
article on newsstands, many people have been
going up to me, calling me stupid, or even
sometimes a moron. I want to clear up some of
those rumors right now in this article that is this
week.

First  off, for anyone to call me stupid, is
actually for them to call themselves stupid,
because we all got into the same college. We
both were the same intellectual level in high
school, and that kind of thing doesn’t really get
bigger after high school, unless you’re an infant
or something. If you are an infant I sincerely
doubt you can read (or are even reading this
right now). So basically you are just as smart
as me, and vis versa (the other way around).

Second off its really stupid of anyone to
try to emasculate my intelligence, because as
you probably don’t know, because you don’t
even know me, is that I have a very high SAT
score. I am not going to say exactly what my
SAT score is, but I will say it was over a thou
sand, which if you add up, is at least a B+ or A-

even. So for you to say I’m stupid is nonsense.
You are a retard, and have clearly never seen
my SAT score if you think I’m stupid (which I’m
not).

Third off intelligence does not have ANY-
THING to do with how smart you are, because
it’s just way of measuring thinking levels or
something. Albert Einstein had a very very low
intelligence, and was so bad at school that he
didn’t even get into a college (he was alive
before SAT scores). However Einstein invent-
ed the theory of relativity (E = mc2) and helped
discover atomic bombs (which won World War
2) in the 1940’s. So for you to say I have low
intelligence, doesn’t in anyway mean I’m not
smart.

Fourth off the truth is YOU are the one
who is a moron (not you if you are not the per-
son who called me a moron, but if you are then
I mean you). And YOU are the one who is ugly.

In conclusion I feel that the individual’s
who called me a moron, and said that I don’t
know how to write an article, and told me ill
never have sex with a woman obviously need
to get their facts straight. I can be pretty cool. I
also think that I will have sex with a woman one
day, because I am caring, gentle, and have
high endurance. I also am very non-threaten-
ing, and generally like to keep things simple.
Not that I’m not open minded or
anything…because I’d be up for
anything…even regular style like people do
when they are just trying to make a baby.
Although I might be nervous and think a lot
afterwards.

A U L O P H O B I A IS THE  FEAR OF FLUTES.  *  THE FEAR OLD PEOPLE (OR OF JEFF STEIN) IS GERONTOPHOBIA.  *  THE FEAR OF WAX STAT U E S

Share it With 
Sue Ellen

By Sue Ellen Rockcliffe

Dear Sue Ellen, 
I think I might have a problem. Lately my

lover and I have reached a pinnacle in our
"agreement." I don't know how to say this gen-
tly or with any amount of decorum, so I'll just
say it. I can't stop having sex in public. What
was at first a quiet dare has now turned into an
embarrassing obsession. We have done it
everywhere you can imagine. It started in those
pesky hammocks one warm night under the
stars, and now it's moved on to the roof of nat-
ural sciences, the boy's dorm shower...I'd go
on, but I don't want to be crude. Sex anywhere
normal just isn't the same. Oh Sue Ellen, what
do I do?

Grateful,
Sex Fiend in Farside

Dear Sex Fiend, 
I am pleased to hear that someone is

actually taking advantage of the array of lovers'
corners on the Purchase College campus.
However, things like this can easily get out of
hand, such as your situation. public displays of
affection, although exhilarating, can be very
bad if you actually do end up getting caught.
You seem to be quite taken by the excitement
factor. Maybe it's time that you focus your ener-
gies on different fetishes, perhaps fetishes that
can be contained within your living space. If
you're going to be addicted to something, you
might as well be addicted to something that
won't get you in trouble, well, with the police at
least. Thanks for sharing!

Love, Sue Ellen

Dear Sue Ellen, 
There is this girl on Facebook who keeps

poking me. I hide the pokes, because I don't
know what they mean. What is the purpose of
poking? Does it indicate flirtation or frustration?
Is hiding them the correct response? How do I
respond to something that I don't even under-
stand? Help me Sue Ellen, Help me. 

Poked on P-street 

Dear Poked, 
Poking is the bane of Sue Ellen's exis-

tence. These days it is so fashionable to poke
someone instead of just saying "Hello." Have
humans become so socially inadequate that
they can no longer engage in face-to-face con-
versation? The internet has crippled our ability
to develop communication skills beyond "wtf"s
and "btw"s. My suggestion? Find this girl on
campus one day, strike up a real conversation,
and if appropriate, show her what a real poke
feels like. Thanks for sharing!

Love, Sue Ellen
email your questions to asksue@gmail.com

“Letters to the Editors” from Page 2...

Dear Editor,
We’ve all had that speech, or note in the

syllabus, concerning plagiarism.  T h e
American Heritage Online Dictionary defines it
as: “to put forth as original to oneself the ideas
or words of another.”  Although in college we’re
accustomed to only hearing the word in an
academic context, it does exist outside the
classroom.  I believe I’ve found at least two
instances of plagiarism, in this very newspa-
per.  Not in the Whore-o-scopes, nor in any
articles.  Rather, I’ve found it in the comics sec-
tion.  

While perusing issue #109, a comic strip
by the name of “Just Plain Wrong” caught my
eye.  It seemed remarkably similar to a stand-
up comedy routine performed by the late great
Bill Hicks:  
“’I’m pro-life.’ God, I want to hang with you and
play Twister. ‘That’s pornographic.’ Damn. I
hate playing with the pro-life people.  
-“Non-smokers” From the album Rant in E
Minor (1997)

After realizing this I recalled that within the
last year another “Just Plain Wrong” I read also
had uncanny similarities.  The topic of the par-
ticular comic was advertising.
“(The) Supreme Court says pornography is
any act that has no artistic merit and causes
sexual thought… hmm sounds like every com -
mercial on television.  You know, when I see
those twins on that Doublemint Commercial,

I’m not thinking of gum… I’ll tell you the com -
mercial they’d like to do if they could, and I
guarantee if they could they’d do this right
here:  Here’s the woman’s face, beautiful.
Camera pulls back naked breast.  Camera
pulls back, she’s totally naked legs apart, two
fingers right here (on her crotch) and it just
says ‘Drink Coke’.  Now I don’t know what the
connection is here, but goddamn if Coke isn’t
on my shopping list.  Damned if I’m not buying
these products…  My teeth are rotting out of
my head, I’m glued to the television, I’m as big
as a fucking couch.  More Snickers, more
Coke.”  
-What is Pornography” from the album
Relentless (1997)

While my first example may leave some room
for doubt as far as plagiarism, this second
comic can be paired panel by panel to Mr.
Hicks’ routine.

I’m not writing this to call anyone out.  All
I ask is that you stop stealing a dead man’s
jokes without giving due credit.  Then again, if
the author were to give Mr. Hicks credit for his
ideas, what would be the point of making the
cartoon in the first place?  I’m also not insinu-
ating all or even a majority of the author’s work
is plagiarized, I have however; found these two
instances of what I believe to be plagiarism.  

Thank You
Zachary Shea 

Style Can’t Be
Purchased
By Lindsay Feldman

As I glance through the plentiful
pages of Purchase College students on
Facebook, I see an abundance of the Rasta
man, Bob Marley, listed heavily upon the
pages of these artsy pupils. I have to say I am
equally as guilty, having the Jamaican super-
star’s name listed upon my music favorites.
As most Marley fans enjoy the smooth island
sounds and empowering lyrics, one ponders
the effects of Rasta culture upon their life. The
Red, Yellow and Green colors of fight play
quite the important role in today’s youth pop
culture. 

The platinum blonde, neon silk nail
tipped, luscious red lips mama, Gwen Stefani
is to thank (or blame) for this abundance of
Rasta influenced attire. Gwen, for Fall 2004,
introduced to the fashion world her line of
contemporary, moderately priced items under
the title, L.A.M.B, which stands for Love Angel
Music Baby. This Harajuko Chicky showed
the world her version of Rasta style with
beanie hats, baggy low-slung pants revealing
an incredibly amazing set of abs, and a worn
white cotton beater. For Spring 2006 one can
imagine the likes of striking model Alex Wek
strutting down the runway in a poncho of the
warm red, enthusiastic yellow, and refreshing
hemp green, placed on top of the likes of a
pop-collar sunshine shirt with Bermuda cut-
offs.

The most popular contemporary line
of Rasta culture is brought to you by Cedella
Marley of Catch-A-Fire, daughter of the late
Bob himself. Her line consists of gold silk-
screened faces of her father placed upon the
most organic of cottons. She also likes to
switch the styles up with patchwork dresses
and One Love labeled white twill crops. May I
suggest to the reader to pair any of the afore-
mentioned outfits with the likes of brown
hemp flip-flops by that of Rainbow available
for purchase on Rainbowsandels.com!

Enjoy the coming of summer and
when your frazzled put on a pair of cutoffs,
blend yourself a Colada and remember that

P O R P H Y R O P H O B I A IS THE  FEAR OF THE COLOR PURPL E.  *  BAT H M O P H O B I A IS  THE FEAR STEEP SLOPES. * UROPHOBIA IS THE FEAR OF

MUSIC REVIEW:
Drew Swinburne

By Kevin Rankin

On April 5, Standard Oil Records
(www.standardoilrecords.com) will release a
new CD entitled Man Fancy including the four
fun electronic artists Tugboat, Drew
Swinburne, Dempster Dumpster, and
Stochistic.  Standard Oil Records was started
by Purchase alum Dan
Deacon and has released
material from other such pres-
ent and former Purchase
artists as Nuclear Power
Pants, Thunderbunny, and No,
It’s the Good Swastikas.   

For Drew Swinburne, this
marks his second release
through the label, the first
being 2004’s 10-14 Invisible
Tank.  On Man Fancy, Drew
exhibits six new funtastic sar-
castic compositions with the
ferocity of Sonic the
Hedgehog and the punch of
Mike Ty s o n ’s Punch Out including
“(Everybody’s Banging) Pope Joan” and the
scene stereotype challenging “Clever Has
Never Been Cool.”  Hearing Drew’s monoto-
nous voice over Nintendoesque industrial
beats makes one think: as silly as this all may
sound, you can tell the man is serious about
what he is doing…and that is really cool!

“Well, the point in music (as I see it) is to
explore aesthetically things that have yet to be
defined by genre or geographical or cultural

scene,” explains Drew.
Mr. Swinburne began making music about

ten years ago when he was 13,  creating songs
by cutting up samples from the popular 3rd-
person shooter game Doom.  Unfortunately,
those songs have been long lost.  Drew now
uses programs like Sonar and Reason to cre-
ate his music using mostly synthesizers.  

One exception from the mostly synthe-
sized sound of Drew’s music is the track “1,000
Pounds” which was “100 percent samples.”

Among the sources for these
samples were “an out of tune
auto-harp, a dilapidated 3/4 size
guitar, teapots, a guitar string
nailed to a board, a bucket, and
some old toy keyboards.”  Now
that, kids, is good creative ener-
gy at work.

Do yourself a favor and get
to one of this boy’s shows.
Prepare to dance and you will
have an extra good time.  While
you’re there, shell out a few of
your hard earned dollars so you
can bring some Drew home for
your dance parties.  Drew

Swinburne is a busy man and deserves the
respect. 

In addition to rocking the synth beats, he
also finds time to play guitar is the band Robert
Inevitable & the Static (who’s album Mouth Full
of Blackbirds is also out now on Standard Oil
Records) and acts as the Major Events
Coordinator of this fine school.

Check out these killer links:
http://www.MySpace.Com/DrewSwinburne

Genesis P. Orridge
To Give Lecture

By Jesse Heffler

As this wonderfully stressful school year
wraps up, and we try to erase the heroic
images of charging horses from our brain, we
must not forsake unique opportunities as they
fall in our lap.  The prolific, unique and influen-
tial Genesis P. Orridge is coming to our cam-
pus.  He will be giving a lecture on Tuesday,
April 11 at 8 in the Humanities Theater.

For anyone who doesn’t know, Genesis
was a founding member of the pioneering and
envelope pushing experimental band
Throbbing Gristle and currently part of the sim-
ilar group, Psychic TV.  He had also been a
friend and collaborator of “Beat Generation
“strongholds William Boroughs and Brian
Gyson.  This lecture has been a few months in
the making and a collaborative effort of me,
Allen Mozek, Whitson’s, two Humanities
Theater technical directors and the GLBTU.  

Gen’s lecture will discuss his current gen-
der-“ial” stare, Pandrogeny.  He will be using
video, photographs, music and tons of engag-
ing information. 

www.genesisp-orridge.com



The Beatnuts
Party rap with slick beats and lyrical hooks.
Even if you don't like rap, you'll like these guys.

Saul Williams*
Poet/Rapper/Author and star in the film “Slam,”
Saul is redefining poetry as a living art form,
and raising the stakes for hip-hop. Fresh off a
tour with Nine Inch Nails.

The World/Inferno
Friendship Society

The cult-like super-band you keep hearing
about from kids in coffeeshops and basement
house-shows. Eastern Europe meets Ska in
Williamsburg.

Busdriver
Such fast raps. Dude got a write-up in URB,
and in Signal-to-Noise. I heard he played a
wicked set at SXSW, too.

Matt & Kim
So much fun. This Brooklyn-based duo sings
super-catchy songs like they'll die if they don't.
I'd recommend listening to "Silver Tiles" at
http://www.mattandkimmusic.com/

Gospel
Well-composed hardcore. Screaming and
tight drumming. They sound a bit like Fugazi
at times. Also Mars Volta.

Fu Arkist-Ra
A f r o b e a t . Members of Antibalas playing
intensely rhythmic, danceable music.

Jenny Owen Youngs
Dusty Female Folk-Rock

We Are Wolves
Montreal savages, feral children raised on the

Kinks. Just back from SXSW.

The Communication
Corporation

Electronic Surf-Funk. They are a power-trio,
like Cream. Except instead of blues scales,
they have a keytar.

Japanther
Indie rock darlings. The presence of

Lightning Bolt with the catchiness of early
Cars. They played the Whitney Biennial. I
wonder if David Byrne will come check them
out here, too.

Fire Flies
You know who these guys are.

Dan Deacon
Electronic Vaudeville Croonster. Danceable

jams that pull you apart.

Eagle-Ager
A parade of crazy jerks. Parading. In costumes.

O Death
Howling Appalachain Folk. 
Bad dog and dried blood.

D r. Wang's Infe c t i o u s
D i s e a s e

Silly name - Silly Funk Dogs

Black Centipede
What metal sounds like in a post-nuclear

world. This is Ghost Rider's favorite band.

*= While Mr. Williams has agreed, in principal, to
perform at Culture Shock, Drew Swinburne says
that there is still a small posibility that his appear-

ance may fall through. Stay tuned for further details.

FEAR OF THE NORTHERN LIGHTS.  *  FEAR OF LOSING AN ERECTION IS MEDOMALACUPHOBIA.  *  THE  FEAR OF DUST IS A M ATHOPHOBIA. *

The National 
Moody Indie Rock, dark and

uplifting. They got the Album of
the Year for 2005 in: Billboard,
Insound, The Onion, and The LA
Times. Sometimes compared to
Silver Jews, Nick Cave, and Joy
Division. I dare say you could
add Old 97's to that list. AZ 

A contemporary of Jay-Z and Nas,
he has rapped on Nas’ seminal
album, Illmatic, and worked also
with Dr. Dre in rap supergroup The
Firm.

Prefuse 73
Producer - DJ - Genius. Refer to
One Word Extinguisher if there
are any doubts. Pitchfork gave
that beast a 9.3, and they rarely
hand out A's.

Bit Shifter
8-bit Dance Party. This guy is
just about making the chiptune
scene in NYC with comrade
Nullsleep and the 8 Bit Peoples
collective.

IS  A U TO M ATONOPHOBIA.  *  THE FEAR OF LOCKJAW OR T E TANUS IS  T E TANOPHOBIA.  *  L UIPHOBIA IS THE FEAR OF SYPHILLIS.  *

“Co-Op” from Front Page...
unavailable for comment.

While the police seemed quick to point
suspicion at Thursday’s employees, Bushell
and Sara Cohn, senior environmental science, 
were quick to speak up in their defense. 

“We know it wasn’t an employee,” Cohn
says. “These are some of our closest friends.” 

Bushell agrees. “We’re a community and
we’re not pointing fingers, and we’re not going
to.”

At this point, it may be easy to see howev-
er why the police would think that there was at
least carelessness that played a factor in the
theft. As stated, the cash register was reason-
ably full, as there had been no closeout that
evening or the evening prior—something which
should have removed the bulk of the money to
a safe or some other protected area.  The lock
on one of the doors—for whatever reason—
was not secured. 

There is also still no exact tally to the
amount of money that was taken from the reg-
ister that night. Because of this, it is still more
than possible that this set of unfortunate cir-
cumstances played into the hands of some
inconsiderate and unknown thief, which would
fit in with the rash of graffiti, vandalism, and
false fire alarms that has been prevalent this
year.

What students will see when they go to the
Co-Op now is about a 25 percent reduction in
the products usually carried.  While plans had
been in the works for newer or better equip-
ment, this will now have to be put on hold. The
biggest irony of the situation is that the Co-Op
had just pulled itself out of a financial hole and
was looking forward to implementing some of
their ideas.

However, the Co-Op is looking mainly at
moving forward. 

“It was cash in mostly tens and twenties.
We know we’re not going to get that back,”
Erica says. “We’re a small business run by stu-
dents. We still need to pay insurance.” The
PCA does cover things like electricity and basic
upkeep of the building, but everything else is up
to the Co-Op, and any help is appreciated. 

What they are looking to do is to make up
some of those funds by having on-campus
bands come and play at the Co-Op to help us
fundraise, and they are also accepting dona-
tions. 

There will be a meeting this Wednesday,
April 12, at noon to discuss the theft and
fundraising. This meeting is one that happens
every Wednesday at that time to discuss issues
surrounding the Co-Op and changes or addi-
tions that students might like to see.

Any bands or musicians that wish to play
at the Co-Op are encouraged to contact Erica
at Erica.Bushell@purchase.edu or
Sara.Cohn@purchase.edu. They also would
both like to encourage students who know any-
thing to contact UPD, either by calling x6900 or
going to the basement of Humanities. 

The Co-Op is open every Monday through
Friday from noon to midnight and 8 p.m. to mid-
night on Saturday and Sunday, and they can be

reached by phone at x6985.

“Dorm Name” from Front Page...

The Senate’s reaction was overwhelming-
ly negative.  A resolution was drafted and pre-
sented to the administration, denying their
request.  Furthermore, it went on to spell out
the only reasons the Senate deemed appropri-
ate for rejecting a submission.  These included
vulgarity or obscenity, legal ramifications,
direct personal references to 
a public figure, names resulting in bureaucrat-
ic issues, and symbols inexpressible in
English.  Any other reasons they concluded,
“betray the unique culture and desires of the
Purchase student body.”

Finally, the administration responded with
a letter from John Delate which in addition to
confirming the suspicion that donor solicitation
was a top concern, also suggested a new
selection process.  Instead of the student rep-
resentatives in the Senate weaning the original
selection list down to five, the student body
should be asked to vote first on which names
they thought should be finalists and then again
on which the final name should be.  This,
Delate argued, would “permit nearly all of the
suggestions to be considered by the student
body.”  The senate agreed to meet with admin-
istration officials later today to attempt to reach
a compromise.

The administration in their letter from
Delate failed to acknowledge practically all of
the Senate’s concerns and instead presented
a contradictory and inadequate response.
Although they claim that one of their main
qualms is that the selected name might offend
potential contributors, they never explain how
allowing the entire student body (from which
the original “unacceptable” names were culti-
vated) would solve the problem.  What if the
student body selects the same names that
their representatives did?  Furthermore, why

doesn’t the administration accept that the
Senate is a fair representation of the students
who elected them?

All of this seems especially discouraging
following the launch of the administrations new
marketing campaign, “Think Wide Open.”  The
campaign suggests that Purchase students
are unique, creative, and unpredictable.  For
the administration to reject names that fit these
qualities is surprising.   As faculty member
Lynn Mahoney said at last week's Senate
meeting, “This is where the rubber meets the
road.  The administration will have to own what
it’s done with the Think Wide Open Campaign.”
Considering how far the administration has
gone to embrace the will of the students, their
actions here are disappointing.  It was just ear-
lier this semester that they acted on our con-
cern over the movement of the bookstore.  Is
the solicitation of outsiders worth more than
the students respect? 

Admittedly, this controversy is not a huge
issue.  It pales in comparison to an issue such
as the PTV controversy, where the administra-
tion allowed the students to react without inter-
ference.  Furthermore, Delate, who drafted the
administration’s resolution, has been one of
the PSGA’s greatest allies.  It’s possible that
his wife being moments away from labor con-
tributed to the lackluster response on this issue
(on a side note, congrats!).  However, to use
one of their own arguments against them, the
name of the dorm will be a reflection of the cur-
rent Purchase culture for years to come.  With
so many students complaining that the “free-
spirited” days of the culture are over, what bet-
ter way to preserve this attitude than an official
declaration of it atop our new building?

Additional work by Kaitlyn Sudol



Archaeologists
Announce that First

Humans Were
Adam and Steve

By H.G. Powers

Scientists and religious scholars alike
were shocked by last Wednesday’s announce-
ment that the first human beings were not
Adam and Eve, as previously thought, but
Adam and Steve. The original bible has been
found  by famed archeologist and religious
scholar Johan Madden (Yale School of
Theology, PhD, MD, BA, MA). Digging for any
religious artifacts, Madden and his crack team
of scientists, scholars, and researchers
unearthed a chest full of ancient texts – includ-
ing a very surprising find that is sure to shock
the world.

“ We’re as shocked as anyone,” Dr.
Madden said in Wednesday’s press confer-
ence. “I mean, how did they procreate? Where
did Cain and Abel come from? Eden certainly
wouldn’t have passed any of those bleeding-
heart liberal gay adoption laws.”

The most basic fact of the Christian reli-
gion is based upon the Genesis story of Adam
and Eve. But this discovery has found that in
the original Bible there is no mention of Eve
other than “that fag hag in the garden next
door.”

The discovery was made in sub-Saharan

Africa, where archeologists had previously dis-
covered “Lucy,” thought to be the oldest human
being.

The discovery has been vindication for
homosexuals, gay rights activists, and celebri-
ties who have been arguing this for years.  

“This is just confirmation of something that
we’ve known for a long time,” gay icon Rosie
O’Donnell said. “Homosexuals have been
around since the start. I’d like to see the reli-
gious right try and debunk this new discovery.”

Despite scientific confusion, the gay com-
munity has whole-heartedly embraced this dis-
covery. Revellers at the Stonewall Bar cele-
brated by throwing a Garden Party, with atten-
dees wearing nothing but hot-pink fig leaves.

However, this new discovery has elicited a
“No Comment” from the Catholic Church and
celebration from gay Christians all over. Adam
and Steve were a happy homo couple living in
the Garden of Eden and were expelled due to
an interesting love triangle with God’s only
progeny – Jesus. Daddy wasn’t too pleased
with this, and in a story familiar to many gays
who came out of the closet early, kicked Adam
and Steve out into the world. Jesus was said to
recover quite quickly with a certain apostle
named Paul. Religious conservatives are
already decrying this new Bible, but scientific
evidence is scientific evidence. Now all that
remains to be seen is what the repercussions
are. 

The fossils will be part of a traveling exhi-
bition which will visit New York’s Fire Island,
M i a m i ’s South Beach, and San Fransisco,
California, before starting a worldwide tour with
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“Gymnasium”
Discovered, Student

Artists Puzzled
By Constance MacBeth

An adventurous sophomore returned from
the outskirts of SUNY Purchase Monday, bring-
ing with him reports of a mysterious “gymnasi-
um-like” building from the far east side of cam-
pus.

Photography major Ryan Beecher had
wadered far from the center of the university to
collect new exposures for his portfolio when he
stumbled upon the structure he describes as a
“titanic” and “building-shaped.”

“It was terrifying,” recalls Beecher.
“Students would walk in with nothing noticeably
wrong with them, but would walk out sweating
and red in the face. I had to find out what was
going on in there. I was willing to take the risks.”

Beecher reports inexplicable behavior
from inside the monolith, including rival clans of
“athletes” commanded by a cruel and harsh
taskmaster brandishing a whistle that shrieked
“with the wail of ten-thousand souls crying out
to be freed from the pits of hell.”

“The athletes were vitally concerned with
what appeared to be an orange orb that obvi-
ously held a religious significance to their soci-
ety,” said Beecher. “The opposing clans battled
for possession of the orb, which they were able
to place through rings suspended nine feet
from the ground, which can only be accounted
to some form of necromancy or witchcraft.
Each Triumph of the Orb was met with commu-
nal rejoicing from a congregation of onlookers.”

Beecher’s awe soon turned to horror as
the “sport-like activity” turned to “madness.”

“The epic battle was most abruptly ended
by the thunderous buzzing of what must have
been a dreaded space mosquito hiding in the
rafters of the coliseum. I can only guess the
vanquished clan was sacrificed to this horrible
beast from above.”

What troubled Beecher the most was the
ominious discussion among the athletes about
some kind of worldwide series of destruction.
“He kept saying, that they can’t wait for the
‘World Series’ of something. That can only
mean a world series of war and death!”

Beecher’s report has not been confirmed
by authorities at this time. But the women’s soft-
ball team is scheduled to scrimmage at the
strange building this Friday.

LETTERS TO THE INDY

Have just come across a hostile public statement in
your Independent Issue 108, pdf online. The state-
ment is: "FUCK YOU GISHIGO" on back page.
Evidently, you are representing the State of New York in
a way that is inconsistent with common sense.

I have been working very hard to build a transporta-
tion network to benefit American on many levels. It is
designed to address transportation for crisis situations,
such as immediately after terrorism attack on public
transit, and for other unexpected situations (MTA Strike,
etc.). It is also designed to make ridesharing much bet-
ter! It forces people to act civilized through presenting
their identity and creating a papertrail. It also helps peo-
ple investigate "potential troublemakers" who refuse to
identify themselves ... a big red flag.

GishiGo leverages PayPal database of 90 million
accounts. It can be used without a PayPal account just
by credit card through PayPal's secure website.
PayPal gives two valuable information credentials "veri-
fied" and "confirmed address."

Without saying more, please understand this gen-
eral "FUCK YOU GISHIGO" statement is directly effect-
ing my livelihood, and the impression on all who use the
internet to learn about GishiGo. It is costing me much
money! How will your organization, SUNY College,
and the State of New York, reimburse my company for
the damage your public language has caused? I am in
conversation with multiple large multinational corpora-
tions to building partnership, and this "hate language" is
totally unacceptable. It is blatantly un-American!

Let me add, I have repeatedly notified the New
York State Police, Computer Crimes division regarding
a threat of physical violence against me and my family.
This is still an open issue. I wonder if your organization
has any connection? Please explain who and why
such "FUCK YOU GISHIGO" was published?

Please remove this comment from all copies of
your paper, and remove totally from the internet.
Completely remove it from public view, permanently.
Please feel free to email directly regarding this matter.

You should also have your PR people contact me
regarding exactly how your organization will compen-
sate, not in verbal conversation, but in actions.

If your firm can build a better service, please try.
GishiGo is by far the most intelligently designed

rideshare system.

Sincerely,
Aaron Craig
President
Gishigo, Inc.

Editor’s Note: According to Adam Tyrrell, Chair of the
Civic Actions committee, representatives from GishiGo
allegedly vandalized the Purchase Ride Board a few
weeks ago. They removed the “Purchase Ride” sign
and placed their advertisements instead.  These repre -
sentatives also allegedly  repeated this action in
Campus Center South earlier this week.They have no
right to tear down advertisements of Purchase events,
and they have no legal right to place their flyers on any
of our boards. The “Fuck You GishiGo” quote was
placed on the backpage by a student who worked hard
to establish the Purchase Ride Board and was frustrat -
ed by this vandalism. In response to this complaint, the
media board decided that The Independent had not
acted inappropriately. The Independent, working with
representitives from the PSGA are looking into how to
prevent this vandalism from continuing.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

This is a reaction to the article in Issue 109 written by
Jesse McLaren: I thought that was the worst article I've
ever read and I know I'm not the only one. It was such
a waste of Indy space and I can't believe I read that. The
more I read it the more annoyed I got! I really hope it
was a joke and you weren't serious. Just because
someone wears the same shirt as you doesn't mean
they want to look like you. What if they are thinking the
same thing about you? And what was that thing about
the receipts at the Hub? They let you know how many
meals and flex you have left! Maybe you should stop
being lazy and throw it out. I'm going to close out with
this: Before you write an article, make sure you know
the basics of spelling and grammar!

-Crassie

Editor’s Note: As per his request, Jesse McLaren’s arti -
cles are left completely unedited.

More Letters to the Editors on Page 9...
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Finally, no anonymous submissions will be
considered. Instead they will be used as rolling
papers for Culture Shock



Totally Unacceptable and Blatantly Un-American, It’s the Indy

You know your sexy Keane

Annual Anime Shindig
Saturday  - 7pm Student Center

Japanese/Chinese Catering and Ninja Scroll

PTV IS BACK ON
THE AIR!

Dark Side of the Rainbow 
sucks balls

" I f  someone was to read my m ind
today , they ’d  j ust get the emer-

gency b roadcast i ng company. "

Fuck a condom rolled up in
a towel... seriously 

the whole world is waiting 
to see when you fall

FANTASTIC NEWS FOR ALL
On Wednesday, April 19 there is an Art Show Performance in Whitson’s

in the Student Center @ 7 pm.

Contact purchasealternativeclinic@gmail.com if you’d like to submit

artwork or perform.

FREE FOOD, CONDOMS, DENTAL DAMS; SEXUAL HEALTH INFO; RAFFLE

WITH INTENSE PRIZES. WE WILL SEE YOU THERE!

Fuck Bowzer that fat fuck 

I hate boys that don’t pick up th e i r
phone 

G u r l i e  i s  a  b i g  o l e  c h u m p :  “ L o o k  a t
t h o s e  m o s q u i t o  b i t e s ,  o h  l o o k  a t  ‘ e m ! ”

If you would like to have your mind
blown squarely out your ass... come see
A DREAM PLAY this weekend

Purchase College Student on
the phone home: “blah, blah,

blah.” Friend from home:
“Stop. I don’t care what y ou
learned in that hippy-dippy

school.”

Cello 

Attention: A graduate from last
semester lost a very meaningful col-

lection of CDs in a gray and black
case. He most likely lost it in the VA

building. This collection included
the “Mashed Potatoes” albums, a

very rare Smashing Pumpkins col-
lection that was shipped here fro m

England. IF YOU FOUND IT
PLEASE: burn what you want for
yourself and then return the CD

book to P.O. 0962 at the mailroom or
call extension 7563 to discuss a

re w a rd. THANK Y O U !

Ka i  w i l l  yo u s l e e p  w ith  me? P l ea s e?  <3,  Lo

"Be the change you want to see
in the world." - Ghandi

Flattery and a cannoli will get you
everywhere, my friend - Hot Sicilian 

April 11th 
8:00 PM 

Humanities Theatre 
Industrial Music Pioneer Genesis P-orrobe

J: The backpage hasn’t had a good quote
in a while. 

D: Yeah, it sucks. 
{Edit by Backpage Bitch: If you do not

like the quotes on the backpage, maybe you
should submit some better ones!}

SAVES THE DAY - SOUND THE ALARM
IN STORES 4/11

To The Cast and Crew of 
The House of Bernarda Alba:

I Love You ALL!!! You've worked so hard !
B reak a Leg!!!
Love -Robert

"Don't pinch it, it's still tender!"

Only at Purchase would it be
crazier to have cut your
long hair than to have

panty-hose over your head in
the middle of campus 

fuck censorship

Latinos Unidos 4th Annual confer-
ence Southside April 29th 

jimmy mac taught me 
everything i know about music

Things to resurrect: drum circles,
Theatre X, improv comedy, Adam

Sandler ' s movie career.

D o n’t you dare make me cum!! Look wh at
you made me do!! 

Little children are just asking to
be run over. Signed, the child psy -

chologist 

No, really, what’s in the box? 

Dear Farside: D-Day has been
set! <3 X-Roads Coalition

L e t  D o n n a  M a r t i n  G r a d u a t e !

“The book said we’d get to
know Jamaican plants and

there was nothing about weed.”

What is the second part of "ask

a stupid question..."?

Yoshi is a cunt and so is that
goddamn princess

I N S I D E :
Who Wants
to Live in

The X Wi n g ?

McLaren:
Not a
Moron

Preview:
The House

of Bernarda
Alba
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A d m i n i s t rat i o n
Rejects Sugge s t i o n s
For New Dorm Name

By Steven Ta r t i c k

What started as a light-hearted initiative for
the students to name their new dormitory has
turned into a debate between the student gov-
ernment and the administration.  After the
PSGA organized a naming campaign at the
request of the college, the administration reject-
ed the names submitted by students and
selected by their representatives in the senate.
The five suggested titles- “The Queue,” “Fort
Awesome,” “Guam,” “Oz,” and “Wham City”-
were chosen from an extended list of over 50.
This list ranged from vaguely traditional dorm
names such as “Woodside” and “The Forums”
to more unconventional choices as “The Hall of
Justice” and “Guam.”   The Senate’s vote prac-
tically ignored the more typical names, in favor
of selections that better represented the
Purchase culture.

These choices were clearly unexpected by
the administration, who responded by rejecting
all five names for various frivolous reasons.
“Fort Awesome” was deemed “too militaristic,”
while “Guam” was simply rejected for being
named after a country.  “Q” presented a bureau-
cratic problem (the name was later changed to
“The Queue” to avoid such issues).  “Oz” pre-
sented a potential copyright issue, while no
explanation was given for the rejection of
“Wham City.”  The administration kindly
requested the Senate to re-select the finalists
from a heavily-edited version of the original list.

The underlying reason behind the dis-
missal of the top five was made clear at the
meeting.  The college felt that the names cho-
sen by the Senate were too unconventional and
would discourage potential donors from spon-
soring the building.  This was clearly specified
later in a letter from John Delate to the Senate.
As he states, “...the name the students select
cannot be perceived as negatively impacting
the solicitation of a donor.”
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CULTURE SHOCK LINE-UP INSIDE

Food Co-Op Ro bb e d ,
Hundreds Stolen

By Allison Dvornek

We all know the Co-Op—a friendly, quiet
place where most go to have coffee or tea late
in the evenings, located right above the Dining
Hall. The people there are like family, Erica
Bushell, senior Women’s Studies, says. The
staff all know each other and have become
very close inside and outside the Co-Op, as
have the many people of Purchase that fre-
quent the Co-Op. 

But this family has recently hit a bump in
the road. Last Thursday night after closing,
there was a theft at the Co-Op, resulting in the
loss of $200 to $300. 

“This is a student-run, non-profit organiza-
tion. The campus and the people here make
the Co-Op what it is,” Bushell says. “I can’t
understand why someone would want to take
money from us, because it’s not like we’re
walking away with money in our pockets, this is
all for the students here.”

This is the first theft in the history of the
Co-Op, and its loss will be felt in the time to
come.

“We can’t offer as many products as we
might like to, and we’ll be offering fewer
‘expensive’ items,” Bushell explains. “This is
$300 that could have bought more food or new
equipment.”

There were two people on the evening
shift on Thursday night, along with one “closer”
or “keyholder”: someone who would be shut-
ting off the lights, locking doors, and counting
out the register. However, one of the locks is
tricky and most likely was simply not double-
checked, Erica says. Also, as they are in the
process of training new employees, it has been
difficult and busy to cover everything. The reg-
ister had not been closed out in two or three
days, which would have removed the bulk of
the money and been less of a devastating blow
to the Co-Op. At that point, the police were
called and a report was filed. Two other
employees, including the closer from the night
before, gave statements. 

The Universtiy Police Department was 
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